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Editorial Note

This issue of the statistical Information Bulletin features
the IIAddis Plan of Action for statistical Development in Africa in
the 1990s", recently adopted by the sixth session of the Joint
Conference of African Planners, statisticians and Demographers.
The Plan will be submitted to the ECA conferen~of Ministers in
Tripoli, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya (15-19 May f~u) and will, if
approved, become an important frame of referenc~/ for statistical
development in Africa.

This Bulletin also contains other contributions on statistical
development, such as a document on the future role of statisticians
which the Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
(ESCAP) has kindly permitted ECA to reproduce. Apart from
informing on statistical training for Portuguese-speaking countries
in Africa and on research activities in STPA centres this issue
also presents a methodology for collecting data on construction
statistics. Finally, updates on census-related issues are being
provided. This includes a list of the status of population
censuses as well as an article on census cartography.

We regret to inform the readers of the Statistical Information
Bulletin for Africa that, due to resource constraints, this issue
wil be the last one in the series. This will, however, not mean
the discontinuing of the pUblication of statistical studies. In
fact, it is hoped that by issueing single papers in the future, the
long delays encountered in the past will be avoided. The sixth
Session of the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians
and Demographers urged the ECA secretariat to make every effort to
continue its contribution to the statistical discussion in Africa.

(iil



Note de la redaction

Ce numero du Bulletin d'information statistique met en
manchette Ie "Plan d' action d' Addis-Abeba pour Ie developpement
statistique en Afrique dans les annees 1990" adopte par la sixieme
session de la Conference commune des planificateurs, statisticiens
et demographes africains. Ce plan sera presente a 1a Conference
des ministres de la CEA a Tripoli, Jamahiriya arabe 1ibyenne (15
19 mai 1990) et deviendra, slil est approuve, une importante base
de reference pour Ie developpement statistique en Afrique.

Ce numero contient egalement d'autres contributions pour Ie
developpement statistique, comme un document sur Ie role futur des
statisticiens que la Commission economique et sociale pour I'Asie
et Ie Pacifique ( CESAP) a aimablement autorise Ia CEA a
reproduire. Hormis les informations sur la formation statistique
des pays africains de langue officielle portugaise et sur les
activites de recherche dans les centres (PFSA), ce numero presente
egalement une methodologie pour 1a collecte des donnees sur les
statistiques de construction. Enfin, il fournit une mise a jour
des questions relatives aux recensements. Ceci inclut une liste
des recensements de population, ainsi qu'un article sur la
cartographie censitaire.

Nous avons Ie regret d' informer les lecteurs du Bulletin
dllnformation Statistique que ce numero, a cause des contraintes
bUdgetaires, sera Ie dernier de la serie. Cependant, cela ne
signifie pas 11 arret definitif des publications sur les etudes
statistiques. En effet, on espere qu'en pUbliant des etudes de
fa~on separee dans l'avenir, les longs delais que lion a connu dans
Ie passe seraient evitas. La s Lxi eme session de 1a Conference
commune des planificateurs, statisticiens et demographes africains
a recommande que Ie secretariat de la CEA ne menage aucun effort
dans 1a poursuite de sa contribution aux debats statistiques en
Afrique.

(iii)



ADDIS ABABA PLAB OP ACTIO. POR STATISTICAL
*DBVBLOPKBHT 1. AFRICA lit -THE 1990S

PREAMBLB

The ECA Conference of Ministers,

Reviewing the development of statistics in Africa over the last
thirty (30) years,

Reviewing the current statistical capacities in African countries,

Reviewing major factors governing success and failure of the
performance of national statistical services,

stressing the strategic role of quantitative analysis for improving
decision-making for sustainable development,

Mindful that data demands to formulate, monitor and evaluate policy
reforms and development plans are increasinq,

Noting with great concern the continuing low profile accorded to
national statistical services and deteriorating conditions of
service,

Concerned about a lack of consideration of national plans and
priorities as well as some duplication in internationally sponsored
statistical development programmes,

Reaffirming the collective commitment of African Planners,
Statisticians and Demographers to accelerate self-reliant, social
and economic development for the well-being of African peoples,

Adopts the following Plan of Action for statistical Development in
Africa in the 19905 •

• Draft adopted by the sixth .ession of the Joint
ConfereDce of African Planners, statisticians and
Deaoqraphers and subJllitted for consideration and a4optioD
to the RCA Conference of Ministers.
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PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES

Principles

1. Statistics is a vital tool in national develqpment
planning.

2. African statistical services need to become fully self
reliant.

3. statistical programmes should respond to African
Government's commitment to self-reliant development.

4. International co-operation and support in the field of
statistics should respond to priorities and programme s. 0 f
National statistical Services (NSS).

5. Adequate and reliable statistics are a prerequisite for
designing, monitoring and evaluating projects

6. Increased communication at all times between users and
producers of statistics is an important resource in itself
which, once started, would generate additional resources
through the attractiveness of its product.

7. Any improvement of the statistical system constitutes an
integral part of economic and social development.

8. ECA should be recognized as the key regional institution
responsible for the development and promotion of statistics
in Africa.
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Objectives

1. To achieve self-sufficiency in statistical production,
including the creation of a comprehensive national
statistical data base by the end of the century.

2. To improve the reliability and relevance of data produced
in African countries.

3. To undertake production of data required for formulating,
monitoring and evaluating programmes designed to restructure
and transform African economies.

4. To improve the timeliness in the production and
dissemination of statistical information.

5. To increase awareness among users of statistical
information.

6. To strengthen and sustain statistical training programmes
at various levels and institutions.

7. To promote contact and dialogue amongst African
statisticians.

8. To encourage improvement in the organizational set-up of
the NSS and assure its autonomy.

9. To improve co-ordination of all statistical development
programmes at both national and international levels.
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REcoMMENDATIONS

A. TO GOVERNMENTS-MEMBER STATES OF ECA

1. A higher priority should be accorded to statistical
activities and statistics should be seen as central to
the formulation of plans and strategies.

2. Adequate funding should be provided for statistical
activities.

3. Assistance should be provided in the establishment
of a Statistical Development Fund with contributions from
the public as well as the private sector.

4. Governments should ensure that the legislation
governing the statistical services in their countries
assures their utmost effectiveness.

5. ECOWAS's 18th of November should be adopted as
African statistics Day in order to increase public
aw~reness for the important role which statistics play
in all aspects of social and economic life.

6. African governments are urged to continue to give
support to the African statistical Association (AFSA).

Organisation of statistical Services

7. The organisational structure of the NSS should be
examined carefully and, where necessary, restructured in
order to meet the various data needs.

8. In order to attract and retain suitable manpower
Governments are urged to develop attractive schemes of
service for statisticians.

Work programme

9 • The NSS should prepare longer term statistical
development programmes (e.g. 5 or 10 years) in the context
of. National Development Plans. Such programmes should
serve as a guide and framework for annual or biennial
national statistical work programmes.

10. A bUdget document showing details of inputs and
final outputs to be delivered by the NSS should be

prepared for each financial year.
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statistical Committees

11. Countries are requested to set up National
statistical Councils composed of senior civil servants,
representatives of universities, NGOs and the private
sector. Such a Council should act as an advisory board
on policy matters relating to statistical matters.

12. User/producer and producer/producer committees should
be reactivated in countries where they exist or should
be initiated in countries where they do not exist. These
committees enable exchange of views regarding development
of statistics, uses of available statistics and the
setting up of priorities for the country's statistical
activities.

Establishment of statistical Priorities

13. In accordance with the Lagos Plan of Action and the
Final Act of Lagos, NSS should consider the following as
priority areas in future statistical programmes: food and
agriculture, industry, human resources, transport and
communications, trade and finance, environment, energy,
women and development, popUlation and development and the
informal sector.

statistical Training

14. NSS and statistical training institutions at the
national level should organise specialized short-term
training courses in statistics.

15. Nation~l statistical Offices are urged to prepare
and implement statistical development programmes which
would help them to fully utilise available training
facilities.

16. The linkage of NSS with statistical and other
training institutions should be encouraged, where absent,
and strengthened, Where it exists.

17. All governments should give support to centres.
participating in the statistical Training Programme for
Africa (STPA).

Seminars

18. National seminars covering specific or broad areas
with partIcipation drawn from government as well as
research and training institutions should be organised
on a regular basis and should be included in the
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programme of work.

Data Quality and Dissemination

19. In order to improve the quality of information
collected, NSS are requested to consider setting up in
their offices an organisational unit on methods and
standards.

20. NSS are urged to ascertain that data are published
with minimum delay.

21. As research is a vital element in statistical
development, NSS are encouraged to include research as
an integral part of their statistical activities

B. TO INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

22. UNDP and other multi-lateral and hi-lateral agencies
are urged to enhance the scope and implementation of the
ongoing statistical Development Programme for Africa
(SDPA) for Africa and other programmes, respectively.

23. More effective use should be made of the Joint
Conference of African Planners, statisticians and
Demographers, of the United Nations Ace Sub-Committee on
Statistical Activities and the statistical commission as
institutional arrangements to improve co-ordination among
international agencies.

24. ECA should take the initiative to convene a working
qroup meeting to further review and elaborate on the
principles, objectives and recommendations of this Plan
of Action and formulate detailed strategies for its
implementation.
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LE PLAN D'ACTION D'ADDIS ABEBA POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT DE LA STATISTIQUE EN AFRIQUE

DANS LES ANNEES 90*

PREAMBULE

La Conference des ministres de la CEA,

Apres examen du developpement de la statistique en Afrique ces
dernieres annees,

Apres etude des capacites actuelles en statistique dans les pays
africains,

Apres examen des principaux facteurs de succes et de faiblesse dans
les performances des services nationaux de statistique,

Apres avoir souligne Ie role strategique de l'analyse quantitative
pour l'amelioration des decisions soutenant Ie developpement,

consciente du fait que les besoins en donnees pour la formulation,
l'execution et 1 'evaluation des politiques de reforme et des plans
de developpement sont de plus en plus nombreux,

Aprea avoir note avec une grande inquietude la baisse continue de
1 'interet accorde aux services nationaux de statistique et la
deterioration"de leurs conditions de travail;

Inquiete du peu d' interet accoxde dans les plans et priorites
nationaux aux programmes de developpement statistique beneficiant
d'une assistance internationale,

Apres avoir reaffirme l'engagement collectif des planificateurs,
statisticiens et demographes africains d' accelerer un developpement
economique et social independant pour Ie bien etre des populations
africaines,

Adopte Ie Plan d'action pour Ie developpement de 1a statistique en
Afrique dans les annees 90.

* Projet elabore par 1a Conference commune des planificateurs,
statisticiens et demoqraphes africains a 1a sieme session, et
qui sera soumis a 1a Conference des ministres de 1a CEA pour
examen et adoption.
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PRINCIPES ET OBJECTIFS

Principes

1. La statistique est un instrument vital dans la planification
du developpement national;

2. Les services statistiques
entierement autosuffisantsi

africains doivent devenir

adequates et fiab1es sont un
la conception, Ie suivi et

3 • Les programmes statistiques devraient repondre aux engagements
des gouvernements africains en vue d'un developpement
autosuffisant;

4. La cooperation et l' assistance internationales dans 1e domaine
de la statistique devraient repondre aux priorites et aux
programmes des services nationaux de statistique (SNS);

5. Les donnees statistiques
prealable indispensable dans
l'evaluation des projets;

6. La communication accrue a tout moment entre utilisateurs et
producteurs de statistiques est en soi une ressource importante
qui, une fois amorcee, pourrait qenerer d'autres ressources it
travers l'attrait de son produit;

7. Une amelioration du systeme statistique constitue une partie
inteqrante du developpement economique et social;

8. La CEA devrait etre reconnue comme la principale institution
regiona1e responsable du developpement et de 1a promotion de 1a
statistique en Afrique.
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Ob;ectifs

1. Atteindre l'autosuffisance dans la production statistique, y'
compris 1a creation d'une base de donnees statistiques nationales
d'ici 1a fin du siecle;

2. Ameliorer 1a fiabilite et 1a pertinence des donnees
statistiques produites dans les pays africainsi

3 • Entreprendre la production des donnees requises pour 1a
formulation, Ie Buivi et l'evaluation des programmes conyus pour
1a restructuration et la transformation des economies africainesi

4. Ameliorer les delais de production et de diffusion de
l'information statistique;

5. Accroitre 1a prise de conscience des utilisateurs de
1 'information statistique;

6. Renforcer et soutenir les programmes de formation statistique
des diverses institutions a tous les niveaux.

7. Promouvoir Ie contact et Ie dialogue parmi 1es statisticiens
africainsi

8. Encourager I' amelioration de 1a structure organisationelle des
SNS et assurer leur autonomie;

9. Ame1iorer 1a coordination de taus les programmes de
developpement statistique tant aux niveaux national
qu'international;
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RECOMMANDATIONS

A. AUX GOUVERNEMENTS DES ETATS MEMBRES DE LA CEA:

1. Une grande priorite devrait 6tre reservee aux activites
statistiques et les statistiques devraient 6tre consideres
comme fondamentales pour la formulation des plans et des
strategies;

2. Des ressources financieres adequ~tes devraient etre
allouees aux activites statistiques;

3. Une assistance devrait itre fournie pour la creation
d 'un Fonds de developpement statistique avec des contributions
provenant des secteurs public et prive:

4. Les qouvernements devraient s' assurer que la legislation
reqissant les services statistiques de leur pays qarantissent
leur entiere efficacite:

5. La journee du 18 novembre, journee de 1a CEDEAO, devrait
etre adoptee comme Journee africaine de la statistique en vue
de senaibiliser Ie public a l'importante du role que joue la
statistique dans tous les aspects de 1a vie economique et
sociale;

6. Les gouvernments africains sont pries de continuer a
soutenir l'Association africaine de statistique (AfSA):

Organisation des services statistigues

7. La structure orqanisationnelle du SNS devrait 'tre
examinee soigneusement et, si necessaire, reorganisee en vue
de satisfaire les nombreux besoins en donnees;

8. Les gouvernements devraient creer des conditions de
travail attrayantes pour les statisticiens en vue d'attirer
et de retenir les ressources humaines appropriees:

Programme de travail

9. Les SNS devraient preparer un programme de developpement
de la statistique a plus long terme (c'est-A-dire 5 ou 15 ans)
conforme aux plans nationaux de developpement. Un tel
proqramme servirait de guide et de cadre pour les programmes
de travail nationaux annuels au biennaux;
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10. Un docwnent bUdgetaire indiquant les approts et les
produits finals des SNS devrait 'tre elabore pour chaque
exercic,_g~4getaire.

Comites statistiques

11. II est demand. aux pays de aettre en place des conseils
nationaux de statistique composes de hauts fonctionnaires, de
representants des universit's, des orqanisations non
gouveme.entales et du secteur prive. De tels conseils
devraient aqir en tant que conseils consultatifs sur 1es
politiques en mati.re de statistique.

12. Des comites utilisateurs/producteurs et
producteurs/producteurs devraient 'tre reactives dans les pays
ou ils existent ou cr"s la OU ils n ' existent pas. Ces
comites permettent des echanges de points de vue relatifs au
deve1oppement de 1a statistique, a l'utilisation des
statistiques disponibles et a l"tablissement des priorites
pour les activit's statistiques des pays.

Etablissement des priorites statistigues

13. Conformant au Plan d'action de Lagos et A l'Acte final
de Lagos, l l'avenir les programmes des services nationaux de
statistiques devraient considerer les domaines ci-apres comme
prioritaires: alimentation et agriculture, industrie,
ressources humaines, transports et communications, commerce
et finances, environnement, 'nergie, femmes et developpement,
population et developpement et secteur non structure.

FOrmation statistigue

14. Les SNS et les institutions de formation statistique au
niveau national devraient orqaniser des sessions specialisees
de formation de courte durae en statistiquei

15. Les 8NS sont exhortaes a preparer et mettre en oeuvre
des proqrammes de developpement statistique qui les aideraient
a utiliser pleinement les installations de formation
existantesi

16. Les liens entre les SNS et les autres institutions de
formation statistique devraient 'tre encourages 16. au ils
n'existent pas et renforcer II OU ils existent.
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17. Taus les gouvernements devraient apporter leur soutien
aux centres du PFSA.

Seminaires

18. Des seminaires nationaux couvrant des domaines
specifiques ou generaux avec 1a participation de l'Etat, des
institutions de recherche ou de formation devraient etre
requlierement organises et inc1us dans Ie programme de
travail.

Oualite des donnees et diffusion

19. En vue d'ameliorer la qualite des informations
rassemblees, les SNS sont pries d'envisager 1a creation en
leur sein d'une unite administrative sur les methodes et les
normes.
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20. Les, SMS sont instamment pries de s I assurer que les
donn'es sont publiees dans un delai minimum.

21. La recherche est un element essentiel dans Le
developpement statistique. Lea SNS sont invites a l'inclure
comme partie inteqrante de leurs activites statistiques.

B. AUX ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES

22. Le PNUD et les autres organismes bilateraux et
multilateraux sont instamment pries d'elarqir Ie champ et 1a
mise en oeuvre du projet PDSA et des autres programmes.

23. Une utilisation plus efflcace de la Conference commune
des planificateurs, statisticiens et demoqraphes, du sous
comite sur les activites statistiques du Comite de
administratif de coordination et de 1a commission de
statistique des Nations Unies, devrait etre faite en vue d'un
arrangement institutionnel pour ameliorer la coordination
entre les organisations internationales.

24. La eRA devrait prendre l'initiative de reunir un groupe
de travail pour approfondir et elaborer les principes, les
objectifs et les recommandations du Plan d'action et formuler
des strategies detai11ees pour sa mise en oeuvre.
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DATA INTBRPRETATION AND ANALYSIS: THB STATISTICIANS'S ROLE

Introduction

1. The demands on, and the need for, official statistics are
increasing continually. This is reflected in the requirements of
the policy makers and other administrators, not to mention the use
of information in media discussions. While pata reliability and
timeliness remain fundamental, pol.Lcy makers increasingly need more
refined statistical products. The refinements include in-depth
analyses which. are relevant to decisions, more detailed
explanations which assist in understanding issues, and more
sophisticated graphs, diagrams and charts which facilitate
comprehension. What the data mean has become as important as what
the data are.

2. In parallel with these developments, funds for producing
statistics are typically decreasing or, at best, static. In many
countries, moreover, pUblic opinion is becoming increasingly
unfavourable towards the collection of data, whether from
individuals, households or commercial enterprises. Many
statistical agencies therefore have to contend with rising non
response, which erodes the quality of data. This unhappy
combination of circumstances puts tremendous pressure on national
statistical offices which, short-staffed as they generally are,
often lack the capacity to undertake in-house research or attempt
to resolve problems using innovative approaches. In such an
environment it will be difficult to produce official statistics to
meet the varied demands in the decades ahead. The present paper
highlights the issues involved, outlines one set of views on the
role of government statisticians in the decision-making process,
and seeks the opinions of the Commission as guidance for national
statistical services. 1/

1/ Some of the ideas in this document have been discussed
previously at various international forums, such as the sessions
of the International statistical Institute. They are included here
because of their relevance in the region.

Source: Issues and programmes in various fields of activity of
ESCAP: Reports of legislative committee meetings held

since the forty-fourth session of the Commission and
selected issues in different sectors, (ECA/ESCAP/665, 12
January 1989).

N.B: ECA gratefully acknowledges the permission of ESCAP to
reproduce this document.
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The changina environment

3. The growth in official statistics over the last four decades
or so has come from three sources: first, intellectual
development of the discipline leading to expanded capabilities and
uses of statistics; second, the advances in computer and
communication technologies facilitating the compilation and
pprocessing of information; and third, the functional. evolution of
the modern state. As Governments extended their activities beyond
taxation, national defence and international relations to become
welfare-oriented, the demand for and use of official statistics
expanded.

4. The growing complexity of societies has also changed the
process of pol icy-making. Government sectors are much more
interactive, creating tensions and effects external to themselves.
Often the private sector is also involved. Trade- offs between
conflicting goals and interests, for example between agriCUltural
outputs, trade policy and external relations, have to be
determined. These complex issues create a critical need in the
statistical system for a much more intimate involvement in
top-level policy processes. They also create a demand for much
greater integration of diverse data bases and an even more pressing
need for relevant analysis and interpretation of the data.

5. Changing economic practices are also altering the nature of
statistical demands. Analysis of macro-economic activities can no
longer be conducted separately from that at the micro level.
Micro-economic simulation analyses depended on the combination of
various types of sectoral models with micro-economic variables.
The demand for micro-statistics for this purpose is growing,
requiring new data, larger samples for accurate small area and
economic sub-sector collections, and greater accompanying effort,s
in conceptual development, standardization and integration of
statistics.

6. The business sector has long been both a provider and a user
of official statistics. It is also fast becoming a major-producer
of statistics, in some specific cases with products in direct
competition with official statistics. Many institutions, in fact,
are in the business of analysing and presenting, sometimes even
collecting, statistics. They include research institutes, public
and private sector interest groups, universities, and some
foundations, to name only a few. The information industry has
already been created, in response to the need for decision-specific
information which neither the public sector no~ a typical
commercial or manufacturing firm was prepared or able to provide.
Specialized information enterprises have started selling data and
analysis. They undertake consultancies, researCh, data base
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development for modelling and forecasting, data collection and

analysis, data communication and publishing services. Many
information industry firms also engage in further processing and
analysis of official statistics into specialized forms which they
sell not just to the private sector but also to government
agencies.

7. Amid these developments, and for a variety of reasons,
resources allocated to national statistical services have not grown
in parallel with overall demand for offical statistics. This
divergence between demands and resources is requiring far greater
emphasis on efficiency in statistical organization and production,
with a greater reliance on cheaper sources of data such as
administrative records. It also increases the need for clear,
consistent statistical priorities focused around strictly
structured medium-term statistical programmes which encompass all
components of a national statistical system.

8. A misunderstanding of the nature of the complex process
through which statistics are generated often persists, and in some
instances is further compounded by a growing negative perception
of statistical agency performance. Some policy makers believe that
statisticians and their organizations are unresponsive, producing
a lot of unused numbers, yet chronically unable to provide the
relevant figures whe'l. called upon. The statisticians are thus
ignored and the st :istical agencies discounted. From the
statisticians· viewpoint, some of the same policy makers
demonstrate that they have little notion of where the numbers come
from; that they are totally innocent of any knowledge of the
statistical system; and that they assume that statistics are
available at virtually no cost and on call without the need for
prior planning. The statisticians also feel that the expectations
of the pOlicy makers are sometimes unrealistic; for instance, a
population census which is not 100 per cent accurate but which-is
accompanied by an estimate of undercount is not necessarily a
failure on the part of a statistical agency.

Implementations for official statisticians

9. In the r1.s1.ng tide of complexity which they face in
decision-making, the users of statistics look for ways to simplify,
to interpret and to understand. If there are to be satisfied users
and strong supporters of statistics, there must be a change in both
the input and the output of statisticians and thus in their
institutional role. The official statis'ticians are becoming
increasingly aware that it is they alone who can overcome their
problems, and in the process promote the position of statistics
from the end of the queue for r-vsourcee ,

10. There are activities which by consensus are properly the
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domain of official statistical or~ - ,izations; but they will not
necessarily rema1n so unless the statisticians develop the
capability and commitment to serve increasingly speci~liz~d and
complex decision needs. They have to accept the obl1gatl.On to
provide relevant and accurate information to the general pUblic and
to government policy makers and their subordinates. As major
societal problems or issues are identified, official statistical
organizations must develop problem descriptions with good data, and
objective analyses of alternative approaches which have been
suggested to those problems. The information base so developed not
only serves the public but also leaves the statistical agency much
better prepared to develop the decision-specific types of analysis
needed by public policy makers.

11. statisticians must therefore find simpler ways to represent
complex societal problems, and to do that they must undertake far
more data analysis. One of the reasons that poLLcy makers question
the usefulness of statisticians is the frequent inability of
statisticians to explain adequately the significance of their own
data. When the policy maker subsequently obtains at least part of
what he was looking for from a government policy analyst, or even
a private sector consultant, the negative impression of
statisticians tends to be confirmed. Several national statistical
agencies in the ESCAP region are able to provide. good analysis.
But others are not, and it is here that some concerted efforts both
from within the national statistical services and from external
technical assistance sources are required.

12. Moreover, it is inadequate merely to make the output available
to the public. The statistical product must be marketed. The
product is usually complex; the market is segmented; the potential
consumer is often uninformed. While the total value of the product
to the public may be quite significant, the value of many
statistics to any single citizen is limited. statistical agencies
therefore need marketing strategies to deal with this complexity
if they are to serve the general public adequately. An intelligent
use of the media is crucial for this purpose.

13. The advent of the information industry was mentioned earlier
in the paper. The industry is fast developing, spurred by
computers and communication facilities. Private-sector information
firms can constitute an indictment of and a threat to the official
statistical enterprise. If statisticians are to survive in the
long run as anything more than collectors of data, they must
compete effectively to serve all users. Such competition would
improve the performance of both the official statistical agencies
and the private firms. To be successful in this area,
statisticians have to work closely with the users in the design of
statistical collections and in the marketing of data. This could
mean findIng new ways to create a statistical capability in a
linkage to the various relevant ministries of governments. Greater
analytical services for adaptation and interpretation of data have
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to be developed, on-line data bases established and maintained, and
processing capability strengthened to back up the necessary
analysis. Some statistical agencies in the region have taken
initial steps in these areas, but more sustained efforts are
necessary.

14. Some national statistical agencies, because of their position
in the government and the legal authority bestowed on them, tend
to develop a monopolistic attitude towards their product, which can
in the longer run have a negative impact on the agency·s reputation
and support from both the public and the private sectors. An open,
co-operative and responsive attitude towards all who are concerned
with information would be more productive. Leadership in adopting
statistical innovations and new technologies, as well as more
assertive participation in the government policy process, would
also help. The values that should be cultivated by national
sta~istical agencies are openness of process plus quality,
relevance and integrity of product. National statistical agencies
are already doing many things well, some of them far better than
the private sector. But further efforts are required.

15. Finally, the need for interaction between statistics and
policy is overwhelming. Skills, leadership and institutions that
allow close and effective working relations with decision makers
need to be developed if the performance of the national
statisticians is to improve in the eyes of the policy makers.
While highly SUbjective policy analysis, particularly involving
political value judgements, is to be avoided, there is an absolute
necessity to offer the users objective data analysis together with
various types of SUbject-matter and problem- oriented options,
including projections, and even forecasting and modelling services.

16. Government statisticians seem to be losing out to computer and
SUbject-matter professionals in the choice of leadership to manage
the large information systems that support the policy process.
This may be because these other professionals are perceived
frequently to have either broader experience and managerial skill,
or greater understanding of the analytical requirements. If
national statistical agencies are to be more in control of their
future, they should pay greater attention to exposing young
statisticians to varied experience, consciously train more
statisticians in management, and support more analysis in
statistical offices.

The way forward

17. Government statisticians are extremely cautious in accepting
changes in statistical production processes. A good reason for
this attitude is that the cost of the disruptions can easily
outweigh the value of some innovations. Every national statistical
agency has disturbing illustrative stories. However, changes have
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to come if a number of difficult challenges confronting official
statistics are to be met. The Commission is invited to review and
consider the changes and the challenges described above and offer
its views and guidance on how government statisticians and national
statistical services can play their role effectively and
impressively in the decade of the 1990 and thereafter. In
particular, the commission may wish to comment on the need for
statisticians to enhance awareness in analysis and interpretation
and participation in the policy process; and on the disparity
between information demands and declining resources for statistical
services.
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L'INTERPRETATION ET L'ANALYSE DES DONNEES:
LE ROLE DU STATISTICIEN

Le document "Data Interpretation and Analysis. The
statistician's Role ll (Ltinterpretation et I'analyse des donnees:
Ie role du statisticien), prepare par Ie Secretariat de la
Commission economique pour I'Asie et Ie Pacifique (ESCAP), propose
des changements dans les services statistiques pour maitriser des
problemes des annees 90. Quel devrait-etre Ie role des
statisticiens officiels en face d'une situation d'expansion des
bases de donnees specialisees et commerciaIes?

Le document fut prepare pour Ie contexte de l'ESCAP mais est
egalement important pour la discussion en Afrique. Un probleme
cornmun est certainement la divergence entre la demande croissante
des planificateurs et la capacite de la statistique officielle de
la satisfaire, en termes' de quantite et de qualite. Le document
de l'ESCAP, bien conscient des contraintes bUdgetaires, constate
la necessite d' ameLLore r I' attraction et La visibilite des services
statistiques. Cela inclut I' expansion de l' analyse des donnees
aussi bien que des projections. Aussi, avec Ie potentiel immense
offert par l'utilisation des micro-ordinateurs, les services
statistiques devraient profiter des innovations concernant une
presentation plus sophistiquee des donnees. L'amelioration des
capacites techniques devrait etre accompagnee du deveioppement des
capacites de gerer et professionaliser les services,
particulierement a travers la formation des jeunes statisticiens.
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LA FORMATION STATISTIQUE AU BENEFICE DES PAYS AFRICAINS
DE LANGUE OFFICIELLE PORTUGAISE

I. Introduction

1. Les pays africains de langue officielle portugaise, a savoir
la Guinee Bissau, les lIes du Cap Vert, Sao Tome et Principe,
l'Angola et Ie Mozambique, n10nt accede a I'independance politique
qu ' en 1975. lIs comptent parmi les pays nouvellement Lndependarrts ,
et necessitent de ce fait qu'une assistanc~ specLa l e leur soit
portee pour la mise en place de structures appropriees dans Ie
cadre de leur developpeme~t economique et social.

2. Les pays du groupe, contrairemen~ aux pays africains
anglophones et francophones, n I ont beneficie que de structures
embryonnaires de production de donnees statistiques au ~endemain

de leur Lndependance • Avant 1975 en effet, chacun des pays
concernes ne disposait qu'une delegation de l'Institut national
de la statistique du Portugal, avec comme prineipales activites Ia
eollecte sur place des donnees brutes du-commerce exterieur et leur
acheminement sur Lisbonne.pour traitement et analyse.

3 . Le besoin de disposer de certaines donnees statist.j.ques
courantes slest vite ressenti apres 1975, lorsqulil slest agi
dlelaborer, de controler et d'evaluer les premiers plans nationaux
de deveLoppement; economique et social. Des services de statistique
ont ete crees de faQon plus ou moins hAtive pour satisfaire ce
besoin, avec un personnel compose en partie dlanciens commis des
delegations nationales d~ l'Institut 'de Lisbonneet en partie
dtagents plus OU moins experimentes et sans formation statistique
adequate. 11 s'averait necessaire des lors, que des solutions
concretes soient degagees en vue de l'organisation de programmes
de formation statistique adaptes aux conditions specifiques des
pays du groupe.

II. Premieres actions de 1a CEA, dans Ie cadre du PFSA, pour la
promotion de la formation statistique dans les pays

Africains de langue officielle portugaise.

4. C' est depuis octobre 1977 que la d i x.i.eme session de la
Conference des statisticiens africains avait recommande qu t une
assistance speciale Boit envisagee au benefice des pays africains
de langue officielle portugaise pour satisfaire leurs besoins en
personnel statisticien. . II a ete done decide, suite a cette
recommandation, qu'une priorite soit acco~dee a 1a promotion de 1a
formation statistique dans les pays concernes, dans Ie cadre du
Programme de formation statistique pour l'Afrique (PFSA).
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5. Deux reunions des responsables des services statistiques des
pays du groupe ont ete organisees par la CEA de 1979 a 1984, la
premiere du 22 au 25 octobre 1979 a laquelle trois pays etaient
representes : 1 'Angola, Le Cap Vert et la Guinee Bissau; La
deuxi.eme exactement un an apres, du 20 au 22 octobre 1980, a
laquelle un seul pays, Ie Mozambique, n'etait pas representee

6. Les premieres actions de la CEA aI' endroit des pays du groupe
ont ete guidees par les conclusions auxquelles etait parvenue la
deuxieme reunion de 1980 a savoir

creer et developper des programmes de formation
statistique en cours d'emploi dans les pays du groupe,

creer un centre regional de formation de niveau moyen ou
developper Ie Centre de Lubango, en Angola, et,

encourager la participation des ressortissants des pays
concernes a des cours et seminaires de formation de
courte duree.

7. Des actions ont ete done engagees par la CEA dans Ie sens de
la mise en pratique de ces conclusions, Iesquelles n'ont
malheureusement pas abouti a cause de certaines difficultes
rencontrees. Aussi, La troisieme reunion des Directeurs des
centres du PFSA, tenue a Addis Abeba du 31 octobre au 4 novembre
1983, a-t-elle convenu qu' il fallait mettre l' accent sur des
actions de formation au niveau national. Cette nouvelle
orientation realiste donnee au projet a ete notee avec satisfaction
par la Conference commune des planificateurs, statisticiens et
demographes africains, lors de sa troisieme session en mars 1984.
Le nouveau programme d'actions issu de cette nouvelle orientation
a poursuivi les objectifs suivants :

sensibiliser les administrations gouvernementales a
l'importance de la statistique dans Le processus de
developpement economique et social, et a la necessite
d'implanter un systeme statistique fiable;

collecter des informations quantitatives et qualitatives
necessaires pour I'evaluation des besoins en formation
statistique dans chacun des pays du groupe;

rassembler des elements en vue de l' elaboration d I un
programme-type pour la formation statistique en cours
d'emploi adapte aux conditions particulieres des pays du
groupe, et

aider dans 1 'organisation, au niveau national, de
programmes de formation statistique en cours d I emploi
pour Ie personnel de niveau moyen.
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8. Ces nouvelles directives donnees au projet ont permis a la CEA
d'enregistrer des actions positives dans Ie cadre de la promotion
de la formation statistique a l'endroit des pays du groupe. En
effet :

une etude d'evaluation des besoins a ete entreprise par
la CEA de fevrier a juin 1984, laquelle a permis de
reactualiser aussi bien les effectifs du personnel
statistique au sein des services nationaux de statistique
des pays du groupe, que les besoins de formation
statistique desdits pays pour la periode 1985 - 1989;
1 'etude a essaye de degager des solutions assez concretes
en vue de satisfa ire en grande partie les besoins de
formation exprimes;

un programme-type pour la formation statistique en cours
d' emploi a ete prepare en lanque portugaise par un
consultant recrute par la CEA et fourni par l'Institut
national de statistique du Portugal;

des tentatives ont ete menees en vue de lancer des
programmes de formation statistique en cours d'emploi en
Guinee-Bissau, a Sao Tome & Principe et au Mozambique.
II s'agit dans les deux premiers pays, de l'envoi d'un
consultant qui a sejourne trois mois dans chacun desdits
pays en vue de lancer Ie programme, et d'une mission de
la CEA au Mozambique pour la redaction d'undocumentde
projet a soumettre aux bailleurs de fonds en vue du
financement du programme.

9. Comme on peut Ie constater, des actions positives ont ete
menees par la CEA apres la troisieme reunion des directeurs des
centres du PFSA. Ces actions ont permis de jeter les bases pour
la recherche de solutions concretes en vue de la promotion de la
formation statistique dans les pays du groupe. Une reunion des
directeurs des services de statistique des pays du groupe a donc
ete programmee par la CEA pour 1987, dans Ie but de discuter des
nouvelles approches pour la mise en place de structures adequates
de formation statistique de niveau moyen au sein des pays du
groupe.

III. Actions paralleles de la CEE pour la promotion de la
formation statistique dans les pays du groupe.

10. Le Centre europeen de formation des statisticiens economistes
des pays en voie de developpement (CESD) et l'Office statistique
des communautes europeennes (OSCE) avaient commence en 1984 a
etudier la possibilite de creer un centre de formation statistique
pour les pays du groupe sur Ie modele du CESD. L'idee a ate
discutee de man Ler'e informelle avec des statisticiens des pays
-concernes, ainsi qu'avec Ie Directeur de l'Institut de statistique
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du Portugal qui participait en 1985 a une reunion du Conseil
d'administration du CESD en qualite d'observateur.

11. Par ail leurs, apzas 11 adhesion du portugal it la CEE, Le
gouvernement portugais a decide de restructurer la statistique dans
son pays et a fait appel a I'assistance fran9aise pour la creation
d tune ecole du type Ecole nationale de la statistique et de
I'administration economique (ENSAE) a Lisbonne.

12. De ces deux idees est ne Ie projet de creation dlune ecole de
statistique de niveau superieur a Lisbonne, Portugal, it 1 I image de
l'ENSAE de Paris, au sein de laqueIle serait implante un centre de
formation du type CESD-Paris pour la formation, au niveau
superieur, de statisticiens des pays africains de langue officielle
portugaise. Une mission conjointe ENSAE- FrancejOSCEjCESD-Paris
s'est rendue it Lisbonne en decembre 1986, en vue de discuter avec
les responsabl~s portugais du programme d'implantation des deux
structures de formation it savoir IIENSAE- Lisbonne et Ie
CESO-Lisbonne. La mission a souligne 1 'un des avantages d 'une
telle structure it savoir qu'un financement du Fonds europeen de
deve Loppement; (FED) pourrait etre sollicite pour la composante
CESO-Lisbonne. Les grandes lignes du projet de creation de
l'ENSAE-Lisbonne et du CESD-Lisbonne ont ete ensuite arretees par
les membres de Ia mission, pour etre presentees par la suite aux
responsables des directions de statistique des pays du groupe.

IV. Actions conjuguees de la CEE, de la CEA et du gouvernement duo
Portugal au benefice des pays du groupe.

1. Reunion conjointe CEE/CEA des directeurs des services de
statistigue des pays du groupe a Bruxelles. Belgique

13. II faudrait rappeler que la CEA avait inscrit dans son
programme de travail en matiere de statistique pour 1987, une
reunion des directeurs des services de statistique des pays
africains de langue officielle portugaise. L I obj et de cette
reunion etait de discuter des nouvelles approches pour la mise en
place de structures adequates de formation statistique au niveau
moyen au sein des pays du groupe.

14. Entre temps, la CEE avait prevu l'organisation d'une reunion
semblable en vue d' informer les memes directeurs de services
statistiques sur les conclusions de la .mission conjointe de
Lisbonne, et de discuter de Ia mise en place, a Lisbonne, du centre
de formation statistique au niveau superieur pour les pays du
groupe.

15. La CEE et la CEA, ont convenu d'organiser conjointement une
reunion it Bruxelles, .afin de discuter de man i.ere integree des
projets de mise en place de structures de formation statistique aux
niveaux superieur et moyen pour les pays africains concernes. La
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reunion de Bruxelles (Belgique) du 19 au 22 mai 1987 a ete d'une
tres grande importance pour la poursuite des actions de promotion
de la formation statistique pour les pays du groupe. C I est is.
Bruxelles que, pour la premiere fois, tous les cinq pays de langue
officielle portugaise etaient representes a une reunion pour
discuter des voies et moyens pour Ie developpement de la formation
statistique.

16. Les conclusions realistes de cette reunion de Bruxelles ont
permis a la communaute internationale de concentrer les efforts sur
des projets precis de developpement de la formation statistique
pour les pays du groupe. En effet :

Les deleques des cinq pays africains du groupe ont
favorablement accueilli Ie projet de creation, a
Lisbonne, d'un centre pour la formation de leurs cadres
superieurs en statistique, et ont marque leur volonte
d'utiliser ce centre is. cet effete

lIs ont unanimement reaffirme qu I une priorite e Levee
devra etre accordee is. la formation des cadres moyens de
la statistique pour les pays du groupe. A cet effet, les
delegues du Cap Vert et de Sao Tome et Principe ont
manifeste leur volonte d'utiliser la future structure de
formation de Bissau pour former leurs cadres moyens.

La reunion a reconnu la necessite d'elaborer, pour les
pays africains du groupe, un programme-type de formation
des cadres moyens de la statistique dans Ie but d I assurer
un developpement harmonise de cette formation au niveau
de ces pays. La CEA a ete chargee d'elaborer ce
programme-type.

La Commission des communautes europeennes, Ie
Gouvernement du Portugal et la Commission economique des
Nations Unies pour l'Afrique se sont engages a conjuguer
leurs efforts en vue de promouvoir la formation
statistique au benefice des pays du groupe.

2. Mission conj ointe CEE/CEA/Portugal a Bissau ( 24 - 27
novembre 1987)

17. cettemission a ete recommandee par la reunion de Bruxelles,
dans Ie but d'etudier la faisabilite du projet de creation d'un
centre national, a vocation sous-regionale, de formation de cadres
moyens de la statistique. Les conclusions de cette mission
conjointe ont fait ressortir les principalesactions a mener en vue
de Itouverture de ce centre qui formera, non seulement les
ressortissants de la Guinee-Bissau, mais aussi ceux du Cap Vert et
de Sao Tome et Principe.
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18. II est heureux de constater que 1es differentes actions
recommandees par la mission sonten train d'etre executees,
permettant ainsi l'ouverture tras prochaine de ce centre de
formation dans les Iocaux du CENFA (Centre de formation
administrative), a Bissau. En effet :

Un accord est intervenu entre Ie Ministare de I' education
et celui du plan de la Guinee-Bissau concernant i) la
mise a disposition d'une partie des infrastructures
du CENFA pour abriter Ie centre de formation
statistique, ii) la mise a disposition d'un bAtiment
existant pour loger les etudiants du Cap Vert et de Sao
Tome et Principe apres refection, et iii) l'autonomie du
centre vis a vis du CENFA

La commission des communautes europeennes a donne son
accord pour Ie financement des deux requetes que lui
avait adressees Ie gouvernement de la Guinee-Bissau, a
savoir celIe relative a I 'assistance techique necessaire
pour I' ouverture du centre, et celIe concernant La
refection du logement devant abriter les etudiants du Cap
Vert et de Sao Tome et Principe.

3. Reunion CEE/CEA a Luxembourg (2 - 4 fevrier 1988)

19. Une autre action menee conjointement par Ia CEE et la CEA, a
ete la preparation technique et I'organisation de la reunion de
Luxembourg, laquelle a rassemble une fois de plus les representants
de tous les cinq pays du groupe. Son principal objectif a ete
d'examiner les programmes-types de formation des cadres moyens de
la statistique adaptes aux conditions specifiques des pays du
groupe. Comme on lea deja indique, ces programmes-types ont ete
prepares par un consultant recrute par la CEA.

20. Parmi les principales conclusions de reunion, il convient de
noter que:

les programmes-types de formation statistique de niveau
moyen ont ete adoptes sous reserve des amendements sur
les cours de mathematiques, de methodes statistiques et
d'informatiquei

s'agissant du projet de creation de l'ecole de formation
des cadres superieurs de la statistique a Lisbonne, la
reunion a souligne la necessite d'associer etroitement
les pays du groupe a toutes les phases relatives a la
mise en oeuvre de ce projet, y compris la preparation des
programmes d'enseignement, la definition des structures
et les conditions d'admission.
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4. Reunion CEE/Portugal a Lisbonne (7 - 9 novembre 1988)

21. Cette reu,nion constitue une suite logique des demarches en vue
de l'ouverture de l'ecole de formation des cadres superieur~ de la
statistique dans ce pays. La aussi, tous lea cin~ pays du group~

ont repondu presents, ce qui temoigne de leur interet pour la mise
en place de structures adequat.ea pour La formation e,~ 18";,,~

personnel statisticien.

22. Le principal objectif de la reunion 2i eta d ~ examLnex :3
situation du projet de creation de l'"Institut national superieur
de statistique appliquee" (INSSA) de Lisbonne, du point de vue de
sa structure, ses programmes d I enseignement, et ses conditions
d'admission. C'est ainsi que 1es grandes lignes des discussions
et conclusions de cette reunion ont ete les suivantes :

La nouvelle ecole est officiel1ement denommee : Itlnstitut
national superieur de statistique appliquee" (INSSA).
Son institution officielle rentre dans Ie cadre de 1a
reformulation du systeme statistique au Portugal, dont
la 10i a ete vot.ee recemment par Le Parlement. Cette loi
a prevu aussi que ltINSSA comportera un centre de
formation des eleves originaires des pays africains de
langue officielle portugaise, lequel sera sur Ie modele
du CESD- Paris et sera denomma CESD-Lisbonne.
L I ouverture des premieres promotions de 1 'INSSA et du
CESO-Lisbonne etait prevue pour octobre 1989.

II a eta admis que Ie CESD-Lisbonne beneficiera d 'un
statut autonome vis-a-vis de 1 1INSSA, mais que son
Directeur fera partie des organes de qestion de I~INSSA.

Par ailleurs, i1 a eta admis que l'acces a l'INSSA et au
CESD-Lisbonne se fera sur la base de concours,·bien que
cela ne soit pas d t uaaqe dans Ie!! universites
portugaises.

Les programmes d I enseignement elabores par 11 lnstitut
national de statistique du Portugal pour les deux cycles
de formation de l'INSSA, 'ant ete examines dans leur
grandes 1ignes par la reunion. ceux-ci s'inspirent des
programmes en vigueur au CESD-Paris et a l'ENSAE-Paris,
ainsi que des programmes-types de la CEA pour la
formation de niveau superieur.

De longues discussions ont concerne les conditions
d I admission des ressortissants des pays africains de
langue officielle portuqaise aux deux niveaux de
formation de 1 I INSSA. Un premier point : l' acces se fera
par la voie de concours quelle que ,soit 1a nationalite
du candidat. Les candidats au cycle des cadres
superieurs de conception de la statistique (CSCS) seront
recrutes parmi a) les detenteurs de licence en divers
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domaines, plus specialement en economie, genie et
mathematiques; b) les etudiants en derniere annee de
licence, sous reserve de I 'obtention du diplome a la fin
de I'annee unive~sitaire; c) les detenteurs du diplome
de cadres superieurs d 'application de la statistique
(CSAS). Quant aux candidats au cycle des cadres
superieurs d'application de la statistique (CSAS), ils
seront recrutesparmiles detenteurs du baccalaureat ou
d'un diplome equivalent. La reunion a recommande
dtinclure les etudiants inscrits au baccalaureat sous
reserve de l'obtention du diplome en fin d'annee
scolaire, de meme que les adjoints techniques diplomes
des centres de Bissau, de l'Angola et du Mozambique qui
auraient au moins un an d'experience professionne1le.

v. Conclusions

23. Apres quelques actions lancees au debut dans 1a recherche de
moyens propices au developpement de 1a formation statistique dans
les pays africains de langue officiel1e portugaise (1978 a 1983),
la CEA a commence par enregistrer des resultats positifs lorsque
de nouvelles directives ont ete adoptees a cet effet par 1a
troisieme reunion des Directeurs des centres du PFSA. II convient
de clter plus specialement l'etude elaboree en 1984 sur les besoins
de formation statistique dans les pays du groupe, qui a fourni des
estimations chiffrees sur lesquelles se sont fondes tous les
projets ulterieurs de promotion de la formation statistique pour
les pays concernes.

24. Mals il convient de souligner que Ie projet d'assistance aux
pays africains de langue officielle portugaise dans Ie domaine de
la formation statistique est en voie de realisation grace aux
actions conjuguees des pays et organismes interesses, en
1'occurence 1e Gouvernement du Portugal, l'Office statistique des
communautes europeennes (OSeE) et la CEA. II est a souhaiter
vivement que cette conjuqaison des efforts puisse se poursuivre
jusqu' a la mise en place definitive de structures solides de
formation statistique au benefice des pays du qroupe.
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STATISTICAL TRAINING FOR PORTUGUESE-SPEAKING
AFRICAN COUNTRIES

(SUMMARY)

The paper gives highlights on activities undertaken by ECA and
other institutions such as the Government of Portugal and the
European Economic community (EEC) for the development of
statistical training facilities for the benefit of Portuquese
speaking African countries.

The main activities carried out by ECA on this subject during
the period 1979-1985 within the framework of the statistical
Training Proqramme for Africa (STPA) are briefly indicated: two
meetings of directors .of statistics of the Portuguese-speaking
African countries have been organized; the statistical training
needs of the countries of the group have been assessed; a guide
syllabus, in Portuguese, for in-service statistical training has
been prepared; etc .•• The relevant actions taken from 1984-1986 by
the statistical Office of the European Communities (SOEC) and the
European Centre for Training of Economist/statisticians from
developing countries (CESD) are also mentioned. In particular
consultations were held on the possibility of setting up a
professional level statistical training centre for the countries
of the group in Lisbon.

The last section of the paper describes the main actions
undertaken jointly by EEC, the Government of Portual and ECA during
the last three years leading to projects for the establishment of
two statistical training centres for the benefit of the countries
of the group, one a Lisbon, Portugal, for professional level
training and the other at Bissau, Guinea Bissau, for middle level
training.
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RESEARCH AT CENTRES PARTICIPATING IN THE STATISTICAL
TRAINING PROGRAMME FOR AFRICA (STPA)

CENTRES: SELECTED ISSUES

I. Introduction

1. It should be recalled that the STPA was adopted at the tenth
session of the Conference of African Statisticians in October 1977
and was formally approved by resolution 9ECO(XVIII) of the ECA
Executive Committee at its eighteenth session which was held in
Khartoum (Republic of SUdan) in 1978.

2. The main objective of the STPA is to ensure that the African
region has a permanent supply of qualified statistical staff for
the National statistical Offices (NSOs) and other organizations in
the' pubLi.c as well as the private sector. The STPA is co
ordinated by ECA at the regional level.

3. As of 1989, fifteen regional statistical training centres had
been admitted to the programme. In addition eight centres outside
the African region were associated with the programme. It should
be noted that at its inception, STPA had twelve (12) ordinary and
one associate member. The associate centres were to provide mainly
short-term training in the form of courses, seminars or workshops
in specific applied statistics topics for serving statisticians
while STPA centres were to provide professional level training
leading to the first degree in statistics or equivalent,
specialised and post-graduate level training and middle level
training. A complete list of STPA and associate centres is
provided as Annex I to this paper.

4. Within the framework of the STPA, research work has been
included as one of the activities to be encouraged at STPA centres.
In particular research at STPA centres, involved in post-graduate
statistical training, was to be encouraged and, adequate emphasis
to training wa to be given.

5. The issue of research at STPA centres was first discussed
within the framework of the STPA at the second meeting of Directors
of STPA centres which was held in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 2-6
November 1981. At this meeting Directors or representatives of
STPA centres gave examples of research work that had been done at
their centers including the mode of financing and their plans for
the future. It was recognized at that time that not all STPA
centres were in a position to conduct research. The main reasons
were that some of the centres operated primarily middle level
training and where degree programmes existed the
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necessary facilities for conducting research including adequate
staff were lacking. Against this background, under the UNDP
financing, ECA has provided training of trainers fellowships
to some of the teaching staff at STPA centres. These trainers
stUdy for masters and doctorate degrees in specific fields of
theoretical and applied statistics. The trainers are in addition
to teaching expected to conduct research in their specific fields
when they return to their centres.

ii. What is research?

6. Research has been commonly defined a systematic investigation
towards increasing the sum of knowledge. Within the framework of
STPA, the term includes descriptive statistical analysis, in-depth
statistical analysis involving such methods as multivariate
analysis, modelling and tests of hypothesis. This approach was not
only desirable but also practical. Research at STPA centres covers
inter-alia

i) student projects either at sub-degree or degree levels;

ii) Student graduate research (Masters or Ph.d);

(iii) Post-doctoral research;

(iv) Staff research (individual or collective);

(v) other activities such as consultancies, etc.

III. The need for research

7. There is great need for STPA centres to conduct research. It
should be mentioned at the outset that for the English- speaking
STPA centres located at Universities, conduct of research is an
institutional requirement. The same may be true of French-speaking
STPA centres which provide courses at the "Ingenieur des travaux
statistiques" and "Ingenieur statisticien
economiste" levels. Research publications help to enhance academic
reputation of individual teachers and professors while at the same
time improving their career prospects. The reputation of the
institution in which high quality research is undertaken is also
boosted.

8. Research at STPA centres is also needed to enable the stUdy
of the applicability of statistical methods. Thus some of the
research work consists of applying these methods to African
conditions and helping to develop adaptations in certain cases
which are more suited to conditions in the region or in
individual countries.
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9. Although the main function of the STPA centres is teaching
leading to the award of diplomas, degrees, etc. to the students,
the role of research in a training institute is now fully
recoqnised. Every teaching institution is now aware that research
is part of its work-programme to illustrate methods being taught
in specific fields and also to keep trainers and trainees become
up-to-date with existing techniques and their limitations in the
practical field. Knowledge has to be Updated and improved upon
with time and this can only be done through well planned and
in-depth research.

10. Research can attract government and donor financing inclUding
private sector financing_ To be able to do this, research designs
should be carefully prepared. The acquisition of vehicles,
equipment such as micro-computers, typewriters, photocopy machines,
etc. should not be a main objective of any research project. Such
non-expendable equipment should be included in a research project
if they are needed for project implementation. The important thing
is to come up with research projects which donors are likely to
finance because the research findings are likely to be useful to
the countries served by the training centre. Theoretical research
in Africa has not yet started to attract generous funding.

11. Through research, the training centres can establish links
with other institutions particularly if their research interests
are similar. Through such institutional linkages, exchange of
professors and organization of research seminars can take place.
Such exchanges could cover methodoloqical research, results of
comparative analysis etc.

IV. Types of research

12. statistical research can broadly be divided into two types
namely theoretical and applied research. Theoretical research
involves the development of theory or models based on assumptions
Which in a real life situation mayor may not hold. Applied
research on the other hand involves the testing of theoretical
results on real life or other data or the application of
statistical methods to data. This type of research sometimes
involves the collection of data from the field through a surveyor
experiment.

13. Some projects involve a combination of the two types of
research. Methodological research usually covers both types of
research. First the development of a theoretical model is
undertaken followed by the testing of the model using real life on
other data. In the latter case data may be generated through the
use of random number generators or other methods and is used to
test the theoretical model.
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14. Applied research topics may include the broad areas of
demographic and social .statistics, economic and related statistics,
data processing, quality control, sampling. techni~es, agricultural
statistics, etc. while theoretical research areas may include
distributions, statistical inference, queueing theory, stochastic
processe~ , etc.

v. Problems associated with Research Activities at STPA centres

15. The problems associated with research activities at STPA
centres cover academic staffing of the STPA centres, teaching
workload of staff, fundinq of research activities, research
facilities etc.

16. On the academic staffing of the STPA centres, this has been
a chronic problem. To enable staff devote some of their working
time to research, the staffing requirements of a centre should take
account of the fact that a certain proportion of trainers' time
will be devoted to research. Due to financial and other problems,
this is not done with the result that there are few at most of the
STPA centres. Most of the STPA centres have also suffered from
problems of brain drain of their academic staff. Also there have
been in some countries, transfers of STPA centres staff to the
civil service or parastatal organizations. without a proper
replacement of the' staff at the STPA centre the brain drain
disrupts the research activities of the centre.

17 • The regional component of the STPA which is funded by UNDP has
so far trained twenty six trainers at STPA centres under the
training of trainers fellowships. Training is a large
investment by both the institution and the UNDP. It is expected
therefore that these staff will return to their centres and stay
there long enough to contribute to the development of the teaching
and research activities.

18. Closely related to academic staff and. research is the teaching
load of each staff member. If the academic staff are few and the
teaching load heavy, the staff are likely to devote a lot of their
time to teaching and very little time will be left for research.
It is therefore important for each STPA centre to examine the
work-load of each staff member in terms of teaching hours and
ensure that the staff member has time to devote to research.

19. Most of the STPA centres have had problems in securing funding
for research. In a few cases, again depending on the research
topic, donor agencies, the government or the private sector in the
country have provided the necessary funding. Because of the lack
of funding, the majority of the STPA centres have conducted limited
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applied research. While theoretical research may not attract
funding, applied research requires funding in the form of vehicles,
payment of field and office research staff, field allowances etc.
In some cases equipment has to be acquired from abroad and in this
case there is need for foreign currency to purchase this equipment.

20. Inadequacy of research facilities such as micro-computers and
related software, well equipped library with reference materials
such as journals and textbooks etc., have hampered research at STPA
centres. However, a few donor agencies have provided textbooks and
equipment such as _micro-computers to some STPA centres. The
regional component of the STPA which is funded by UNDP through the
statistical Development Programme for Africa
project, and is executed by ECA has provided equipment such as
micro-computers, photocopy machines and duplicating machines to
some STPA centres to be used mainly for teaching purposes. The
same equipment can also be used for research.

VI. Improvement of Research Activities at STPA centres

21. The issues to be discussed in this section include training
of trainers at STPA centres, determination of research priorities,
teaching load of the staff, twinning/linkage of STPA centres with
other institution, provision of funding, provision of adequate
research facilities and organization of meetings to discuss
research design and findings.

22. ECA through funds provided by UNDP is already assisting some
STPA centres in training their trainers. The training being
provided to the trainers is usually to enable them to obtain higher
degrees. However, since the training awards are usually tenable
at institutions with a long history of research it is hoped that
the trainers would also acquire the necessary background not only
to assist their traine~s to carry out research but also to use part
of their own time to conduct relevant research. It is expected
that these donors who have been providing assistance directly or
indirectly to research will continue to do so and that other donor
agencies will continue their assistance in the training of trainers
at STPA centres.

23. As part of the effort to improve research activities at STPA
centres, there is need for each STPA centre to define its research
priorities. Such priorities need to be disseminated widely to
institutions and donor agencies. Donors may, following
receipt of such information, express their interest in financing
some of the research or their participation technically in the
specific research projects. Other institutions may explore ways
and means of collaborating with the institution on specific
research efforts.
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24. Regarding the teaching load of staff there is need for STPA
centres to examine this and ensure that it is not too heavy. The
heavy load of teaching at STPA centre is usually caused by the
small number of staff compared to the required number due to
various reasons. Before embarking on extensive research projects
which would improve the research activities, STPA centres need to
address this matter seriously. This is because trainers with very
heavy teaching loads cannot reasonably be expected to carry- out
any meaningful research or to supervise adequately trainees
undertaking research.

25. Twinning/linkage of STPA centres with other institutions
within or outside Africa can promote co-operation in specific
research projects in addition to teaching. The 'EEC assistance
project to STPA' is already promoting the twinning/linkage, some
of the English-speaking STPA centres. Such twinning/linkage which
in the EEC context is meant to promote academic co- operation
between an STPA centre and a relevant European statistics centre
housed in a university environment, could be used as a basis for
strengthening research in the centres. This can be done in two
ways; by sending a trainer from one centre to do research including
postdoctoral research especially during the trainers' sabbatical
year or by seconding an experienced trainer from the corresponding
institution to supervise some research projects or merely to
participate in a research project being undertaken by the STPA
centre.

26. Provision of financial assistance by donor agencies and other
organizations would go a long way in improving research activities
at STPA centres. Donor agencies are usually interested in
financing activities which are of interest to them. STPA centres
should therefore be conscious of this and see which of their
research priorities coincide with those of the dono~s and try to
formulate projects which will attract donor funds. tn Africa,
there are currently limited research funds (government or private)
which institutions could access by making specific applications for
them. It is likely that it will take time for such research funds
to be freely available and thus dependence on funding sources
outside Africa such as the Rockefelle~or Ford Foundation is likely
to continue for sometime to come. It should be noted in tthis case
that some African governments are already providing some funds for
research projects at the STPA centres located in their countries.

27. Meetings (seminars or workshops) to discuss various aspects
of research activities at STPA centres could lead to the
improvement of research. Such meetings should be organized by STPA
centres. ECA and other organizations could be invited to
participate and to assist in their preparation and dQnor agencies
could be approached to finance them. In addition to these large
meetings, in-house seminars could be encouraged at each STPA centre
on a weekly/monthly basis to enable teachers or students present
their research findings and get comments from their colleagues.
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VII. Dissemination of research findings

28. The issue of dissemination of research findings was raised at
the fourth meeting of Directors of STPA centres held in Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia in November 1985. It was suggested at that meeting
that the ECA secretariat should consider publishing a digest of
research conducted at African statistical training centres. The
meeting concluded that the publication of such a digest was
premature at that stage in view of the fact that there was not
enough research at the various centres to sustain the publication
of a digest on a regular basis. It was proposed that the ECA
secretariat should publish occassional research news presumably in
the regular STPA news. In this connection, it should be noted that
the African statistical Association (AFSA) also plans to publish
a scientific journal and at present there is no justification for
two different pUblications in the same field.

VIII ECA Survey on the status of Research Activities at STPA
Centres

29. Some of the research sUbjects covered in African statistical
training institutes include determination of socio-economic
correlates of fertility by multivariate analysis application of
profile analysis to country data, examination of relative merits
of alternative indirect estimation of mortality, more efficient
ratio estimates and statistical tests involving improved seedlings
in agriculture.

30. A survey on the status of research activities at STPA centres
was conducted by ECA between February and June 1987. A mail
questionnaire was sent to all 15 STPA centres soliciting
information on research actJivities which the centre undertook
during the period 1982-1986. The survey achieved 80 per cent
response rate which is considered satisfactory. The full details
of the results were presented to the fifth meeting of Directors of
STPA centres in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 26-30 October 1987.

31. The results of the survey showed that out of the twelve STPA
centres which responded, ten centres conducted research during the
period 1982-1986, one Centre did not conduct research while at one
centre students carried out; surveys which were regarded by the
centre not to be of the research nature but were meant for teaching
purposes only. Regarding plans for research, eight centres
indicated their plans, one centre had not planned its research as
yet, two centres had not supplied details of their research plans
and one centre was in the process of planning its research.

32. There was a wide range of research activities which were
undertaken during the period 1982-1986 at STPA centres. Some of
the research activities were continuing. Below is a summary of the
subjects and main topics of research which were undertaken:
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i) Demographic and social statistics:

Fertility and its determinants, mortality, migration!,
estimates and projections, health and housing surveys,
popUlation and housing censuses and value of children 9

faculity studies, school attendance;

ii) Economic and related statistics:

Trade statistics, basic economic statistics and national
accounts, economic activity and growth, international
comparison of prices, input-output modelling, econometric
models and subsistence production in national accounts;

iii) Data processinq:

software for statistical work on micro-computers and data
processing for surveys;

iv) Industrial statistics:

structure of handicrafts, energy surveys, industrial
developments forecasts and industrial establishments and
surveys:

v) AgricUltural statistics:

food production and forecasting, wood and furniture
surveys, fishing, food balance sheets, design and
analysis of surveys and experiments, food consumption
surveys and land tenure;

vi) Sampling techniques:

non-response in surveys, methodology of household
surveys, ratio estimators and master samples;

vii) Theoretical statistics:

distributions; mUltivariate, bivariate, beta and gamai
statistical inference, queuing theory, markov
chains and stochastic modelling;

viii) other:

programme implementation and evaluation, use of spare
time surveys, accident statistics, banking and finance
statistics, official statistics and national statistical
systems.
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33. Regarding the research activities which were planned to be
undertaken by the STPA centres from 1987 onwards, the following is
the summary of the subjects and main topics of research which had
been planned to be undertaken:

i)

ii)

Demographic and social statistics: fertility and.
mortality, migration, interrelationship of demographic
and social statistics and demographic surveys;

Economic and related statistics: econometric models
and integrated planning models;

iii) Agricultural statistics: problems of agricultural
surveys and cluster models;

iv) Sampling techniques: sampling errors of fertility
rates;

v) Theoretical statistics: Queues, multivariate
techniques and classification and stochastic models
in weather forecasting, education and manpower:

vi) other: Practical quide for surveys and analysis of
surveys, processing of completed questionnaires,
informal sector study, statistics of accidents,
graduation of weights of human beings and small
scale brick making.

IX. Research in the field of Agricultural Statistics

34. Research in the field of agricultural statistics has been
discussed extensively in many conferences, seminars and workshops
in the African region and elsewhere. In this section some of the
issues on research in the field of agricultural statistics which
were discussed at two Commonwealth workshops on Food Supply
Information Systems in Africa will be highlighted. The first
workshop was held from 13-25 October 1986 in New Delhi, India and
the second workshop was held from 13-17 March 1989 in Nairobi,
Kenya. These workshops were convened in pursuance of the
recommendations made by the Commonwealth Agriculture Ministers and
were a follow-up to the report of the Commonwealth Action Group on
the Economic Crisis in Africa.

a) COmmonwealth Workshop on Food Supplv Information System
in Africa. 13-25 October 1986. New Delhi. India

35. At this workshop the participants focused on the institutional
as well as the methodological aspects of food supply information
systems. The workshop was attended by representatives of 12
Commonwealth countries (Botswana, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho,
Malawi, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Tanzania (2 representatives),
Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe) and two representatives of
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academic/research institutions in Africa, ISAE, Uganda and
Department of statistics, University of Ibadan,
Nigeria.

36. The workshop considered the need for a programme of research
and experimentation which would identify appropriate procedures and
methods for the collection of crop areas and yield and livestock
statistics in Africa using the objective technique. The objective
technique involves physical measurement of the characteristics
under study using scientific methods. These methods usually
involve sampling due to the fact that they are time-consuming.
Their correct application requires a cadre of disciplined,
conscentious and skilled enumerators and close supervision.

37. It was established at this workshop that the production of
agricultural st~tistics in Africa was affected by a number of
methodological 1ssues. The experience in India in at least the
,last 40 years indicated the need for an on-going programme of
research and experimentation in order to address these
methodological problems and also to compare different methods and
techniques currently in use in different parts of Africa. It was
suggested that such research could best be undertaken on a
regional/sub-regional basis in order to be cost effective.

38. Two English-speaking teaching and research institutions which
were represented at the workshop were identified as appropriate
regional centres to conduct such research and experimentation. The
institutions are the Institute of statistics and Applied Economics,
Makerere University I Uganda and the Department of statistics,
University of Ibadan, Nigeria. It was mentioned that other
interested statistical institutions in the African region could
also assume this responsibility.

39. The Programme of research and experimentation was to be
preceded by a baseline stUdy, to be conducted in African countries,
with the purpose of documenting African experience for the
collection of agricultural statistics. The Commonwealth
Secretariat was requested to facilitate this. This survey was
carried out in 1988.

40. Mention was made of the fact that such a programme of research
requires close co-operation and collaboration between teaching and
research institutions and National statistical Offices as well as
a machinery for dissemination of research findings.

41. The workshop identified possible topics for research and
experimentation work. These topics were to be further discussed
and refined at the second workshop which the workshop recommended.
The second workshop was to be organized by the Commonwealth
Secretariat following the conduct of the baseline study. The
research topics* are as follows.
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SUrvey design

Appropriate sample design in Africar;, clrcumst~nGtH:~"

Use of household=based g a~ ~"~ll a~ (I':11:.:~c.-b~j~cd. 1.:~·aJJkh~

to draw the sample for crop and yi=ld estimation surveys,
including investigations to ascert~in at,atus of land
records to facilitate the latter~

Rslationship of t.he sample designs for crop and yield
estimation surveys with those for other surveys.

Crop areas

Methodoloqical problems associated with different
cropping patterns and the need to establish appropriate
norms and conventions on basic topics.

Comparative analysis of objective versus subjective
methods.

various types of equipment available for physical
measurement techniques.

Appropriate quality control measures.

Crop yields

Methodological problems associated with different
croppinq patterns and the need to establish appropriate
norms and conventions.

Types of cuts - shape, size and location to be adopted.

crop calendars.

various types of equipment available for physical
measurement techniques.

Appropriate quality control measures.

Livestock

Livestock census.

* These topics are found on page 56-58 of the report of the
Commonwealth workshop on Food Supply Information Systems in Africa,
New Delhi, India, 13-25 October 1986.
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Crop forecast and early warning information system

Comparative study of various available systems for
forecasting crop production.

study of objective versus subjective measurement of
both the dependent (area/yield) and the independent
variables such as bio-metric measurements and agro
related variables including identification of such
variables.

Development of appropriate forecasting models.

Integrated sample surveys

Investigation into how agricultural statistics can be
integrated into the national sample survey programmes.

Institutional arranaements and co-ordination

Ascertain the extent to which local administrative
functionaries at the ultimate level of the administrative
hierarchy can be used for execution of field work.

Identify a central agency which should co-ordinate the
above survey programme.

Training

Ascertain the scope and structure of an appropriate
training programme to promote objective measurement
techniques and create a pool of trained manpower in
each country, and how it could be facilitated within
the terms of reference of STPA.

42. In addition to the proposed topics of research, the workshop
made specific recommendations on the programme of research,
experimentation and training as follows:

A comprehensive programme of research and experimentation
and training (as per the above list of topics) should be
agreed upon at the proposed workshop to be held in
Africa;

Such a programme of research, experimentation and
training should be facilitated by any necessary formal
twinning/linkage arrangements between some Indian
institutions engaged in this kind of research,
experimentation and training and the institutions in
Africa;
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- ECA should facilitate this arrangement within the
framework of STPA;

- The programme should be drawn up in consultation with the
countries willing to host the experiments; and

The proposed workshop should consider funding support
that may be required to implement this programme.

~onwealth Workshop on Food Supply Information Systems
in Africa 13-17 March 1989. Nairobi. Kenva

43. This workshop was organized in Africa following a
recommendation of the New Delhi workshop. The workshop was timed
to take place after a baseline study to document African experience
in the area of research and experimentation in the field of
agricultural statistics had taken place. This baseline study was
conducted by two United Nations Statistical Office consultants,
during 1988, in eight (8) African countries namely, Botswana,
Ethiopia, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

44« The workshop was attended by sixteen African countries (Benin,
Botswana, Ethiopia, Gambia, Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi,
Nigeria, sierra Leone, Swaziland, Tanzania,
Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe). The statistical Office of the
European Communities, UN statistical Office, UNECA, FAO
and the Commonwealth Secretariat were also represented.

45. In the area of policy-oriented research, the baseline study
revealed the following:

i) Most National statistical Offices (NSOs)
failed to incorporate research and

experimentation in their work-programmes;

ii) Most NSOs lacked methodology divisions/sections or
failed to recruit methodology specialists; and

iii) Many NSOs adopted or modified survey desiqns without
prior research and experimentation.

46. The baseline study also revealed that some ~ b2&.
research had been conducted at NSOs (e.g. Lesotho, Tanzania) mainly
by experts funded from donor agencies and international
organizations.

47. A number of issues were raised concerning research in this
field. On determining possible institutional linkages, the
following factors were mentioned for consideration: limited number
of methodology specialists at NSOs, cost-effectiveness and need for
co-ordination and linkaqe with relevant training programmes. The
need for countries to host the experiments within the framework of
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their ongoing field activities, making research work part of the
NSOs work-programmes and involving local experts in any research
programme, was expressed.

48. Concerning research funds, it was stated that these are not
easy to come by and that donor technical and~ financial assistance
was required. One solution of getting research done was that of
tying it up to statistical projects in some cases. It was pointed
out that, as reflected in the scope and content of some of its
technical studies which it had published and was currently
pursuing, the role of the central co-ordinating unit of the NHSCP
does not preclUde research. The need to carry out research at the
national level and to develop capability at this geographical level
was emphasized. It was also necessary to set up research
priorities. Three areas of research were indicated as of great
priority namely, objective versus subjective methods, use of
household lists versus area frames and crop forecasting
methodology.

49. On institutional co-ordination. It was pointed out that STPA
centres could constitute sUb-regional foci for institutional
co-ordination of the research programme by ECA. The STPA centres
would then co-ordinate with countries hosting the experiments in
their sub-region.

50. The workshop identified the following priority areas for
further research and experimentation.

Sampling design and estimation

Use of combined area and household sampling frames;

Extent of the los~of precision arising from the use
of administrative units as strata;

Sample rotation within National Master Sample (NMS)
frameworks;

Synthetic estimation to obtain disaggregated data
where resources do not permit sample enlargement;

Use of supplementary information (e.g. information
on total number of households) to reduce the sampling
errors of estimates;

Crop production and forecasting.

Crop areas

Methodological problems associated with crop production
estimation, cropping patterns and the need to establish
appropriate norms and conventions.
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- Various types of equipment available for area measurement
. techniques.

Crop production

Methodological problema a••ociated with crop production
estimation, cropping patterns and the need to establish
appropriate norms and conventions;

Comparative analysis of objective and subjective methods
with the view of establishing a stable relationship
between the two methods. This relationship can be used
to calibrate farmers estimates;

Types of cuts, shape, size and location to be adopted
under different cropping patterns and plant densities;

Establishment of crop calendars;

Various types of equipment available for physical
measurement techniques;

Data collection on root crops which for many countries
constitute the main staple food.

Crop forecast and early warning systems

Identification of critical variables required for crop
production and forecasting;

study the effects of these variables on crop
production.

study appropriate crop forecasting models including
a regression analysis of the relationship between
crop yield and water balance index (WBI).

others

study of social and food accounting, including the
preparation of Food Supply and utilization Accounts;

study of econometric models to facilitate making
demand and supply projects as well as building
agricultural production functions;

study of agricultural prices (construction of index
numbers of the parity between prices received by
farmers and prices paid by farmers):

study of the main sources of non-sampli~errors.
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51. The following were the recommendations made by the workshop
on policy-oriented research.

FAO and other international organization should embody
more research in their projects if they cannot fund
research directly.

countries should build special research components
wherever possible into their work programmes. It is
however likely that these will require donor support,
especially in view of the limited manpower and bUdgets
in many countries. Local expertise must however be
used wherever possible, and every precaution must be
taken to ensure institutionalisation.

Whatever research work has been done in individual
countries should be disseminated using for example
the STPA Newsletter.

Priorities for proposed research programmes should
include:

i) improved methods of crop forecasting and early
estimates,

ii) improved methods of estimation of crop production,

iii) efficiency of farmers estimates as against crop-cutting,

iv) sensitivity of pOlicy decisions to error in the data,

v) efficient sample design, use of remote sensing etc.

- Previous research experience (particularly in India) should
be accessed and adapted where appropriate to African
conditions.

ECA in collaboration with FAO and the UN statistical
office should look for funds to support this programme
and co-ordinate it.

In implementing the programme existing institutions
should be used.

ECA is requested to prepare a paper on research in the
field of agricultural statistics for the sixth meeting
of Directors of STPA centres which will also serve as
an input for the sixth session of the Joint Conference
of African Planners, Statisticians and Demographers.
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c) COmments on research proposals,and recommendations
of the above two workshops

52. Clearly the Nairobi workshop was expected to examine the
research proposals/topics which were made at the New Delhi workshop
and incorporate new areas if any. It should be noted that the
Nairobi workshop list of research topics did not include topics on
livestock, integrated sample surveys, institutional arrangements
and co-ordination and training which were clearly specified in the
New Delhi workshop research topics.

53. The research topics which were proposed at the Nairobi
Workshop must have taken into account the results of the baseline
study which was conducted in eight African countries. Thus some
of the topics which may have been proposed at the New Delhi
Workshop may have been left out at the Nairobi Workshop because
they were considered not to be problem areas according to the
results of the baseline study. If one accepts this, then one can
take the Nairobi list of priority research topics as the one to be
used in any future follow-up action.

54. On the conduct of the research itself the two workshops
discussed extensively the issues of financial support for the
research, institutional framework and co-ordination
(regional/national level) of African training and research
institutions. Consideration was also given to the countries which
will host the experiments, twinning/linkage arrangements between
Indian institutions engaged in this kind of research and
institutions in Africa to be facilitated by ECA within the
framework of the STPA. The issue of methodology specialist at the
NSOs to conduct research and experimentation was also discussed.
Having discussed the above issues, it was not clear when this
research would begin and which countries would work closely with
each STPA centre.

55. It should be observed that whereas the New Delhi Workshop
identified two English-speaking teaching and research institutions
as appropriate to conduct this research, the Nairobi Workshop was
of the view that STPA centres should constitute sub- regional foci
for the institutional co-ordination of the research programme. In
theory at least, all STPA centres should be involved but there is
need to have a core of STPA centres which will be charged with this
responsibility particularly if account is taken of the teaching
activities at their institutions. Those teaching institutions
which do.not conduct teaching in agricultural statistics may not
be in a position to conduct or co-ordinate research in this field.
Once appropriate centres have ~een identified for the conduct and
co-ordination of research there is need to allocate to them
countries which will
host the experiments.
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56. Concerning the recommendations which were m~de at the above
workshops, in particular those recommendations Wh1Ch affect ECA's
work, the following comments are relevant:

a) At the sixth meeting of Directors of STPA Centres, Addis
Ababa Ethiopia, 4-8 December 1989, the Indian Agricultural
stati~tics Research Institute (IASRI), New Delhi, India
was admitted to become the eighth associate centre of STPA.
This will enable STPA centres to arrange twinning/linkage
with this institution.

b) Concerning the funding of the programme of research, ECA
in collaboration with FAO and the UN statistical Office were
requested to look for funds to support the programme and co
ordinate it. It is not easy to look for funds for this kind of
programme as was discussed at the Nairobi workshop. It is however
thought that through the biennial meetings of Directors of STPA
centres and the Joint Conference of African Planners, statisticians
and Demographers at which various donors participate, it is
possible to interest some of these donors to finance this research.
In this connection ECA was prsentes a paper on research at the
sixth meeting of Directors of STPA centres highlighting issues
discussed at the New Delhi and Nairobi Commonwealth Workshops. It
should be noted in this case that funding for research is already
taking place in some countries through bilateral or multilateral
donors. What countries ought to do is ensure that their
statistical projects in the field of agricUltural statistics
include elements of research. Donors could also insist on the
conduct of some research for the projects which they finance.

c) On the dissemination of research findings, ECA is prepared
to publish occasional news on research which countries or STPA
centres may forward to it for publication. A separate section in
the STPA Newsletter could be established for this purpose to enable
the dissemination of this news.

d) Longacre methodological study on comparison of
SUbjective and objective methods

57. The Longacre agricUltural development centre in the United
Kingdom carried out in 1987 a methodological study in six African
countries namely: Benin, Central African Republic, Kenya, Mali,
Niger and Zimbabwe. This study was financially supported by
the World Bank.

58. The study arose out of worries about crop-cutting in various
parts of the world and some studies conducted in Nigeria and
Zimbabwe which suggested the possibility of subjective methods to
measure agricUltural production.
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59. The primary obj ective of the study was to 'test the hypothesis
that under certain conditions of fairly general relevance estimate
of production obtained by interviewing farmers soon aft~r harvest
can be at least as accurate as any estimate obtained through
physical measurement involving crop-cutting on sample sUb-plots'.
The results of the study were as follows:

a) Farmers' post-harvest estimates are superior to estimate
obtained by objective measurement both in terms of predicting the
average value and having smaller variance;

b) Farmers' pre-harvest estimates obtained a short time
before harvest are also good for predicting production levels but
are subject to significantly greater variance although the
estimates obtained earlier are not so good for the said purpose;
and

c)
. yield.

Estimates based on square-cuts seriously over-estimate

60. ,While the study was said to have had several weaknesses such
as those of sample size, investigation of only one crop etc. the
results of the study were however thought useful in themselves and
that with further exprimentation they could be improved upon.

61. The Nairobi Commonwealth Workshop discussed the results of the
study and came up with the following conclusions:

a) The findings of the study were at variance, not only with
the empirical findings in India but also with the general theory
of survey errors. There was need to look for reasons why
crop-cutting method should give such large over-estimates. Good
training of enumerators and proper supervision were some of the
ways of eliminating errors which go with the crop cutting method.
The workshop concluded that there is need to conduct further
research to determine the sources and magnitude of these errors
with a view to controlling them.

b) There are dangers in placing total reliance on farmers'
estimates, the reliability of which may vary according to
circumstances. In particular the calibration of local measurements
is an essential ingredient of the method. African countries were
therefore cautioned not to rush into adopting the farmers' estimate
method. This method should be further examined in as many
countries of the region as possible.

c) Countries using crop-cutting methods were urged to make
use of farmers' reports and vice versa. Resources should be made
available to analyse data from farmers • interviews which have
accumulated over the years in some of the NSOs in the region.
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d) There was evidence of commercial farmers beinq able to
estimate total production reasonably well as had been observed by
FAO.

62. Clearly the Longacre study is one example of a research and
experimentation effort into the methods of collecting data on crop
production. other efforts will no doubt follow in the near future
in the respective countries.

x. Conclusion

63 • The paper has attempted to describe selected issues on
research at STPA centres such as the need for research, types of
research and problems associated with research activities.
Consideration has also been given to the dissemination of
findings, improvement of research and the ECA 1987 survey on the
status of research activities at STPA Centres. The highlights of
the discussions on research in the field of agricultural
statistics which took place at two Commonwealth Workshops on
Food Supply Information Systems in Africa have been summarized in
this paper.

64. It is hoped that issues which have been raised in this paper
will lead to further discussions and actions in the field of
research at STPA centres.
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ANNEX I
ANNEX

STPA AND ASSOCIATE CEN~RES

(a) STPA Centres

(i) English-speaking centres

Department of statistics, University of Botswana,
Gaborone, Botswana.

Department of statistics, University of Ghana and
Institute of statistical Social and Economic Research
(ISSER), Legan, Ghana.

Regional Institute for Population Studies (RIPS),
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana.

Department of Statistics, National University of Lesotho
(NUL), Maseru, Lesotho.

Department of statistics, University of Ibadan, Ibadan,
Nigeria.

Eastern Africa statistical Training Centre (EASTC), Dar
es-Salaam, united Republic of Tanzania.

Institute of statistics and Applied Economics (ISAE),
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda.

(ii) French-speaking centres

Institut national de la planification et de la
statistique (INPS), Ministere de la planification et de
l'amenagement du territoire, Alger, Algerie.

Institut de statistique de planification et d'economie
appliquee (ISPEA), Yaounde, Cameroun.

Ecole nationale ~uperieure de statistique et d'economie
appliquee (ENSEA), Abidjan, Cote d'Ivoire.

Centre europeen de formation des statisticiens
economistes des pays en developpement (CESD), Paris, France

- Institut africain et mauricien de statistique et d t economie
appliquee (IAMSEA), Kiqali, Rwanda.

College statistique, Ecole nationale d'economie appliquee
(ENEA), DAKAR, Senegal.
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- Institut national de statistique et d1economie appliquee
(INSEA), Rabat, Maroc.

- Institut de formation et de recherche demographiques
(IFORD), Yaounde, Republique du Cameroun.

(b) Associate Centres

International statistical Programs Centre (ISPC), United
states Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Washington
D.C., USA.

Institut of Development Studies (IDS), university of
Sussex, Brighton, UK.

Applied Statistics Research unit (ASRU), Mathematical
Institute, University of Kent at Canterbury, Kent
United Kingdom.

The Institute of Social Studies (ISS), The Hague, The
Netherlands.

Munich Centre for Advanced Training in Applied statistics
for Developing countries. Carl Ouisberg, Gesellschaft
e.V., Munich, Federal Republic of Germany.

Department of Statistics, university of Newcastle Upon
Tyne, united Kingdom.

Department of Probability and statistics, The University
of Sheffield, U.K.

Indian Agricultural statistics Research Institute
(IASRI), New Delhi, India
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QUELQUES QUESTIONS IMPORTANTES CONCERNANT LES
ACTIVITES DE RECHERCHE DANS LES CENTRES

DU PROGRAMME DE FORMATION STATISTIQUE
POUR L'AFRIQUE (PFSA)

Resume

Le document traite de certaines questions importantes dans Ie
domaine de la recherche dans les centres du PFSA. II s'agit entre
autres des besoins en matiere de recherche et des difficultes
rencontrees a cet egard. II formule aussi des recommandations
relatives a l'amelioration de Ia recherche et a la diffusion des
resultats des travaux de recherche dans les centres du PFSA.

Le document fait aussi etat des resultats de l'enquete menee
par la CEA en 1987 sur la situation des activites de recherche dans
les centres du PFSA. Ces resultats ont ete presentes it la
cinquieme reunion des Directeurs des centres du PFSA, tenue du 26
au 30 octobre 1987 a Addis Abeba, Ethiopie.

La question de la recherche dans Ie domaine de I'agriculture
a re9u une attention particuliere dans Ie document. Des
discussions sur la recherche dans ce domaine, ont eu lieu lors de
deux ateliers du Commonwealth sur Ie systeme d'informations
concernant les approvisionnements alimentaires, Ie premier it New
Delhi, Inde, en 1985, et Ie second a Nairobi, Kenya en 1989. Des
themes de recherche identifies au cours des deux ateliers ont ete
presentes et discutes dans Ie present document.
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INTRODUCTION AUX METHODES DE COLLECTE DES DONNEES
SUR LE SECTEUR DU BATIMENT ET DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS

I. Portee du secteur du bAtiment et des travaux pUblics

1. Aux termes des recomrnandations internationales, Ie secteur du
batiment et des travaux pUblics comprend I 'ensemble des entreprises
et etablissements relevant de la branche 5 de la classification
internationale type, par industrie, de toutes les branches
d'activite economique (CITI). II s'agit :

a) des entreprises generales ou specialisees effectuant
principalement des travaux de construction sous contrat;

b) des unites faisant partie d 'une entreprise et dont
l'activite principale consiste en travaux de construction pour
l'entreprise lorsqu'il est possible de fournir des renseignements
it. leur sujet.

2. A titre d'exemples, on pourrait mentionner parmi les entre
prises generales de construction celles exercant; des activites
telles que 1a construction, 1a transformation, la reparation et 1a
demolition de batiments, de routes, de ponts, d'irtfrastructure
ferroviaire et de barrages.

3. Les entreprises specialisees n' executent, quant a. elles,
qu1une partie des travaux qu'implique la realisation de l'ouvra
ge : installation de systemes de chauffage et de climatisa
tion, charpenterie, platrerie, pose de toitures, peinture et
decoration, tolerie et installations electriques, etc •.•

4. Les activites que l' on range traditionnellement dans Le
secteur du batiment et des travaux publ i cs sont relativement
nombreuses. Aussi est-il propose, afin d' en avoir une 1 iste
exhaustive, de se referer a la CITI.Il convient de noter,
toutefois, que la definition de 1a portee du secte~r du batiment
et des travaux pUblics proposee dans les recommandations
internationales ne prend en compte que les entites bien organisees
et aisement identifiables, clest-a.-dire les unites de production
effectuant des travaux de construction a titre exclusif ou
principal et utilisant les techniques modernes de gestion (tenue
d'une comptabilite reguliere et de type- moderne).

5. Dans la pratique, de nombreux pays stefforcent d'etendre Ie
champ de leurs investigations statistiques a Itensemb1e des acti
vites de construction. Celles-ci se repartissent en cinq grandes
categories :
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a) entreprises du bAtiment et des travaux pUblics;

b) entreprises specialisees dans differents corps
de metiers;

(ii) Travaux contractue1s de construction executes par
des etab1issements ou des organismes relevant de
secteurs autres que la construction et realisant des
travaux de construction pour Ie compte d'autres unites:

(iii) Travaux de construction pour compte propre executes par
des unites de construction independantes relevant
d'entreprises ou d'autres organismes qui n'appartiennent
pas au secteur de la construction proprement dit:

(iv) Travaux de construction pour compte propre executes par
des etablissements ou d'autres organismes n'appartenant
pas au secteur de 1a construction proprement dit et ne
possedant pas d'unite de construction independante:

(v) Travaux de construction pour compte propre executes par
des particuliers.
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II. Champ et frequence des enguetes sur Ie secteur du bAtiment
et de~ travaux pUblics.

6. Le champ des enquetes sur Ie secteur du bAtiment et des
travaux pUblics dependdecinq facteurs principaux

(i) la frequence des enquetes;

(ii) les difficul~es de collecte des informations;

(iii) la technique de denombrement retenue;

(iv) l'unite statistique choisie et,

(v) les ressources disponibles.

7. En ce qui concerne la periodicite des investigations
statistiques sur l'inqustrie du bAtiment et des travaux publics,
on distingue l'enquete peu frequente, l'enquete annuelle et les
enquetes a courte periodicite (enquetes semestrielle~,

trimestrielles et mensuelles).

8. En regIe generale, les enqu~tes annuelles devraient porter sur
les grandes unites de construction, dans 1a mesure ou celles- ci
realisent la majeure partie des travaux de construction dans 1a
plupart des pays. Dans les pays ou les petites unites effectuent
une partie importante des travaux de construction, il convient
d 'etendre Ie champ des enquetes annuelles aces unites et de
recueil1ir un nombre limite de donnees a leur sujet, par 1a methode
des sondages.

9. L'enquete peu frequente (recensement) est une extension de
llenquete annuelle, car elle vise a rassembler des donnees
supplementaires aupres des grandes unites et certaines categories
d1informations aupres des petites. En dtautres termes, e11e doit
permettre d'obtenir non seulement un tableau detaille de la
structure de secteur du bAtiment et des travaux publics, mais aussi
des renseignements plus complets et plus precis que ceux fournis
par llenquete annuel1e sur llactivite de ce secteur.

10. Les donnees recherchees dans Ie cadre des enquetes peu
frequentes peuvent etre obtenues en procedant a un denombrement
complet de toutes les unites statistiques relevant de llindustrie
du batiment et des travaux pUblics ou en recensant un echantillon
d1unites choisies avec une probabilite connue. Dans la pratique
toutefois, il est recommande de proceder a un denombrement complet
des grandes unites de production (pour lequel on utilisera de
preference la technique de 1 'auto- recensement), les petites unites
faisant I'objet d'un echantillonnage realise selon 1a methode de
l'entrevue personnelle.
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11. Lorsqu'on effectuedes recensements ou des enquetes annueI1es,
il importe en general de couvrir la totalite des travaux de
construction effectues pour compte propre par des unites
Lndependantiee relevant d'entreprises ou d' autres organismes qui
n I appartiennent pas au secteur de Ia construction. Dans 1a plupart
des pays, les unites concernees sont en effet des unites
importantes ayant une production elevee. Elles sont souvent mises
en place par les compagnies d'electricite, les services d'entretien
des routes et les regies de chemin de fer.

12. Le champ des enquetes semestrielles, trimestrielles et
mensuelles est necessairement plus restre~nt que celui des enquetes
annuelles, dans la mesure ou elies devraient se borner a fournir
des indicateurs a court terme permettant d'analyser et d'evaluer
Ie developpement du secteur du b&timent et des travaux publics.

III. unites statistiques

13. Les types d'unites statistiques couramment utilises lors des
enquetes sur l'industrie du bAtiment et des travaux publics
sont:

(i) les entreprises ou des unites analogues (realisateurs
d'ensembles residentiels par exemple);

(ii) l'unite fonctionnelle;

(iii) les bureaux permanents;

(iv) I'ouvrage (chantier, permis);

(v) l'etablissement et l'unite locale;

(vi) les unites auxiIiaires.

14. Les definitions proposees pour l'entreprise, l'etablissement,
l'unite locale, l'unite fonctionnelle et les unites auxiliaires
sont les memes que celles adoptees dans Ie cadre des investigations
statis~ques sur Ie secteur industriel proprement dit.

15. Pour les statistiques portant sur 1 'industrie de 1a
construction proprement dite, la plupart des pays adoptent
l'entreprise et l'unite fonctionnelle comme unites statistiques
car, ce faisant, ils disposent plus rapidement et plus aisement des
donnees concernant les acquisitions de capitaux fixes, Ie nombre
et 1a capacite des machines, les materiaux utilises, les ventes,
la valeur ajoutee et les stocks. Le choix de l·unite fonctionnelle
est eqalement recommande lorsque le champ des enquetes doit
englober, outre les activites du secteur de la construction
proprement dit, les travaux de construction effectues pour compte
propre par des unites Lndependant.ea relevant d ' entreprises ou
d'organismes n'appartenant pas a ce secteur.
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16. Par contre, l'etablissement et 1'unite locale ne constituent
pas des unites statistiques appropriees pour 1a col1ecte des
donnees sur Ie secteur du bAtiment et des travaux publics. II est
en effet souhaitable qu'aucune restriction ne soit imposee
concernant Ie lieu des activites de l'unite statistique, compte
tenu de 1a frequence des mouvements de 1a main d'oeuvre et des
ressources physiques d'un chantier de construction a I'autre.

17. Les bureaux permanents et l'ouvrage (chantier, pennis)
peuventconstituer, dans certains cas, les entites de base des
investigations statistiques sur l' industrie de batiment et des
travaux publics.

18. Les premiers sont des bureaux it. partir desquels certaines
entreprises importantes gerent leurs activites. Les bureaux
permanents peuvent tenir une comptabilite distincte de celIe de
l'entreprise mere, gerer leurs propres entrepots ou depots de
materiel, leurs propres moyens de transport, etc .•.

19. L'adoption des bureaux permanents comme unite statistique
faci1ite l'analyse geographique des donnees. Elle ne permet pas
cependant I'obtention rapide des informations concernant les frais
generaux ou Ie cout d'achat de materiel important, pour 1a simple
raison que les comptes correspondants sont tenus par Ie siege.

20. L'ouvrage (ou Ie chantier) est par definition, un bAtiment OU
une construction necessitant un permis separe. L'ouvrage est en
principe situe en un lieu distinct et les travaux effectues font
I'objet d'une autorisation distincte, sauf 1orsqu'il s'agit
d'ensembles residentiels comprenant par exemple des logements, des
ecoles et des magasins. Dans ce dernier cas, en effet, des types
differents de construction necessitant parfois des autorisations
distinctes sont executes sur Ie meme emplacement.

21. Lors des investigations dont l'unite statistique est
l' ouvrage, Le fait de consIderer les differents types de
construction faisant partie d'un ensemble residentiel comme des
chantiers distincts ne permet de disposer que d'un nombre limite
de renseignements, si 1a main d'oeuvre et les ressources physiques
disponibles sont mises en commun pour 1a tota1ite des
travaux.

22. L' adoption du chantier comme unite statistique ne facilite pas
non plus la collecte des informations, lorsque plusieurs
entrepreneurs participent simultanement, mais de maniere
independante, a I'execution d'un meme ouvrage.

23. Dans la pratique, les services nationaux de statistique ont
recours a trois sources principales pour obtenir les donnees
concernant Ie chantier:
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(1) Ie service administratif delivrant les permis;

(ii) l'entreprise ou I'administration chargee d'effectuer les
travaux en tant qu'entrepreneur principal et;

(iii) Ie chantier lui-a'me.

24. En conclusion, l'unite statistique retenue devrait varier
selon 1a portee des enqu'tes. Le tableau suivant recapitule les
recommandations internationales en la matiere:
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• • • __•••••••••• ••••••e. --- ••••••. ---

Port~ de llenquete

a) Industr"ie de La construction
proprement di te
(bat i ment en g.mera l , travaux
publics et entreprises
speeialisees dans diff~rents

corps de ~tier).

b) Construct i on effectuee pour
compte propre par des uni
tes independentes relevant
d'entreprises et d'autres
organismes classts dans des
industries autres que la
construct; on.

c)constructioneffectuee pour
compte propre par des 6ta·
blissements au d'autres
organismes non classes dans
l'industrie de La construc
t ; on, ne possedant aucl.Wle
unit~ de construction
independante.

d) Ensemble des activites de
construction.

Unit' st8tistique propos6e

Unit' fonctioroelle (dens
La plupart de ca., elle
coincide avec 1tentreprisede
construction elle-MRe, _i.
lorsque celle·cf c~end un 'tabtlssement
ayant l.I1e activit' secondaire, PWlit6
fonctionnelle sera l'entreprise
de construction, lDOins cet
etabLissement).

Unit' fonctionnelle (unit ind'
pendente de construction travaillant
pour compte propre)

Etablissement (ou autre
organisme)

Ouvrage (chantier, perm;s)

IV. Categories de donnees ~ rassembler et ~ publier.

25. les pays en developpement devraient rassembler et publ ier le maxinun d l informations sur leur industrie
du batiment et des travaux publics, compte tenu de l'importance croissante de ce secteur dans leurs economies.
A cet effet, ils pourraient utilement slinspirer de La liste indicative ci-apres : (cf. Annuaire de statistiques
du bat;ment et des travaux publics des Nations Unies):
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A. INDICATEURS GENERAUX DIACTIVITE

2. Nonbre de personnes occ~es.

3. Nombre de salaries

4. Traitements et salaires

5. Valeur de La production totale

1. Additions brutes 8UX actifs

.) Machines. materiel de
transport et aut res
materiels.

b) Bitiments, etc.

6. Valeur des traveux de
construction Mis en
place.

a) Nowelles constructions
et grosses r~rations;

i) 8itiments

a. A usage dlhabitation
b. Non destines it

II habi tat; on

ii) Ouvrages de genie civil.

b) Travaux de r'Peration et
d'entretien courants.

7. Valeur ajoutee.

B.ACTI FS FIXES

2. Nouveaux actifs fixes
acquis fixes

a) Machines, ..t~riel de
transport et autre.
IMteriels.

b) 8itiments, etc.

C. CONSTRUCTION AUTORISEE DE NOUVEAUX BATIMENTS

Ensemble des bitiments •••••• Hombre

Surface de plancher
Valeur. l'adjudication

1. Batiments dlhabitation ••• Hombre

Surface de plancher
Valeur 6 l'adjudicatiOn

a) Satiment de..., ou deux loge-
ments •••••••••••••••••• Nombre

b) Immeubles collectifs •••• Nombre

2. Bitiments non destines •
l'habitation ••••••••••••• Nombre

Surface de plancher
Valeur. lladjudication

a) Bitiment. industriel•••• Hombre
Surface de plancher

b) Batiments commerciaux ••••• Nombre
Surface de pLancher

Valeur a l'adjudication

c) Bitiments colaires
•••••• Nombre

Surface de plancher
Valeur. l'adjudication

d) Batiments sanitaires
••••• "oubre

Surface de plancher
Valeur. l-adjudication

e) Autres bitiments
Ca specifier) ••••
••••••••••••• NorJt)re

Surface de plancher
Valeur. lIadjucHcation
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a) Batiments industriels ••• Nombre
Surface de plancher

Valeur a l'adjudication

D. CONSTRUCTION AUTORISEE DE lOGEMENTS

1. Ensenj)Le des logements •••• Nonbre
Surface de plancher

a) Logements neufs dans des biti
ments d1habitation ••••• Nombre

Surface de plancher

i ) Dans des batiments de un au

deux logements •••••• Norrbre

ii) Dans des immeubles collec·

tifs •••••••••••••••• Nombre

b) Logements neufs dans des bit;·
ments non destines a l'habita·
t ion....... • •• Nonbre

Surface de plancher

c) Logements crees par des travaux

de renovation et de transforma-
t ion. •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • •• Nombre

Surface de plancher

2. Ensetrble des logements,
par cat~orie d'inves
tisseurs :

a) Investisseurs
publics ••••• Nornbre
i) Etat et

acninistrations
locales ••••••••••••• Nombre

if) Autres organismes
publ ics

••••••••••• Nornbre

b) Investisleur.
priv~s•••••• Nombre

i) Cooperati yes
•••••••• Nombre

3. EMenDl e des
logements, par
etrp1acement •

a) En zones
urbaines ••••••••• Nornbre

b) En zones rurales
•••••••• Nombre

4. Mombre de pi eces dans
llenseoble des

logements•••••• Nombre

E. BATIMENTS NEUfS ACHEVES

/

Ensenj)le des batiments •••••••• Nombre
Surface de plancher

Valeur

2. Batiments non destines a
L'habitation
Surface de plancher
Valeur

1. 8itiments d1habitation
••••••• Nombre Surface
de planche,. Valeur

a) Bithnents de '"
au deux Logement8

••••••••• Nonmre

b) IlIIDeU:)lel
collectifs

Nombre

c) Bitiments
scolaires ••••• Nombre
Surface de pLancher
Valeur



.) Biti.ent. industriel ••••••
•••••••••• Me-bre

SUrface de plencher
Valeur
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e) Autrea
b6tf.enu

•••••NQlt)re
SUrface de plancher
Valeur

f. LOGEMEMTS ACHEVES

1. Ensemle des LogeNnts ••••.
Surface de plancher

a) Logements neufs dens des
habitations ••••Nombre

Surface de plancher

i) Dans des bitiments de
\.rl au deux l ogement 8~

••...•• Nonbre

i;) Dans des inaeubLes
••••MOIbre

b) Logements neufa dans des
bitiments non desti~s •

l'habitation •••• Nombre
SUrface de plancher

c) Logements crUs par des
travaux de r~vation et

de transfoMllBtion ••••..
••••••••••••••••• Hombre

Surface de plancher

2. Enaellble des loee-nta.
per cat6g0rie
d'fnvesti••eurl :

.) Inveatilleurl publicI
••• Monx-e

i) nat et
adIIinistr.tfons
Loc.les ••••• Nombre

if) Autrea organi smes
pubLica
•••••••• Noabre

b) Investiaseurs prives
collectifs ••• Noabre

i) Cooperatives
••••••••• Hombre

3. Ensenble des logements. par
efI1)lacemet"lt :

.) En z.ones urba i nes
••••..•N~re

b) En zones ruralea
•••••••• NClfIi:)re

4. HontJre de pikes dans
L'ensemLe des
logements •••••• Hombre
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE METHODOLOGY

FOR COLLECTING DATA ON CONSTRUCTION

(Summary)

The paper consists of three parts. The first part deals with
the scope of the construction industry. The second part addresses
the main issues relating to the coverage and frequency of surveys
on construction, and the third part suggests a list of items of
data to be gathered and published by African statistical Offices.

In defining the scope of construction activity, the paper
refers to major division 5 of the International Standard Industrial
Classification (ISIC). It points out, however, that this
classification is designed to include units which either undertake
only construction work or whose main activity is construction. In
order to cover the whole of construction activity, many countries
therefore collect the data required irrespective of the main
activity of the producing unit.

with respect to the coverage and frequency of surveys on
construction, the paper emphasizes, inter alia, that various
statistical units could be used and that their choice should take
into account the scope of the surveys. It then gives a brief
summary of international recommendations on the matter.

Finally, a list of tables contained in the UN Yearbook of
construction statistics is reproduced in the paper. Developing
countries are urged to use this list as a basis for gradually
setting up their systems of construction statistics.
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DATES OF POPULATION CENSUSES
IN AFRICA

DATES DES RECENSEMENTS DE POPULATION EN AFRIQUE

PopUlation census has been and continues to be one of the
major sources of demographic data in Africa. Except for Chad, all
member states of the region have so far conducted at least one
census. The number of censuses conducted by the African countries
can be summarized as follows:

Number of censuses
conducted

Number of
countries

-~--~---~----------~~-----~---~-------------~-----~~-
1
2
3
4

more than 4

Total

6
13
10

4
16

49

Most of the censuses conducted in Africa before and after
independence however ,differ in purpose, coverage, content and
methodology. In countries like Swaziland, some of the
pre-independence censuses were conducted in connection with tax
collection. Some of the earlier census counts covered only non
Africans (e.g. Malawi, 1991). In Lesotho, some of the censuses
prior to 1966 used the "assembly" method whereas self-enumeration
was employed for non-Africans in the 1945 Malawi census.

In the table that follows attempt has been made to indicate
pre- and post-independence censuses for easy reference. In the
last column dates of the next scheduled census are given. The
planned dates are as indicated by the respective governments
according to the latest information available at the Statistics
Division of ECA. Where no word from Government has been received
the expected dates are given, in the belief that countries
concerned will maintain a decennial census programme.
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-------------_ ....................•...... __ .--_ -----_ _-----

CClJNTRY

PAYS

DATES Of PREVIOUS CENSUS

DATES DES RECENSMENTS
PRECEDEMTS

DATE OF IIE)(T CENSUS

DATE DU RECEMSEMENT
SUIVANT

----------------------------------------- -_..--- _---..- ----
Algeria/Alglrie ~il/avril 1966*, February/

flvrier 19n March 1987 1991 E

Angola 1950, 196O, Deceaeer/d'ceRH-e
1979, 1983* 1983 E

Benin March/Mers 1979* 1990 P

Botswana l904, 19l1. 1921, 1936, 1946,
1956, 1964, August 197'* A..-t/aoUt
1981 1991 P

Burkina Faso DeceDlber/dKe.mre 1975*, Deceflt)erj

decelltN"e 1985 1995 E

Burundi August/aout 1919* August/eout 1990 P

Cameroon/Camercu. April/avril 1976*, April/avril 1987 1997 E

Cape Verde/Cape Vert 1950, 196O, Deceamer/d'csre 197O*
June/juin 1980 1990 P

Central DeceRber 1975*, Decellber 1988 1998 E
African Republic/

Rep.Centrafricaine

Chad/Tchad -------- 1991 P

Comoros/Comores 1958, Septe-ber/septembre 1966,
SepteaOer/septemre 198O* 1990 P

Congo February/f4vrier 1974*, December/decembre
1984

Cote d'lvoire April/avril 1975*, Maroh/..r. 1988

Djibouti 1960/6l, Januery/janvier 1983*

Egypt/Egypte l882, l897, l907, 19l7, 1927
1937, 196O, 1966, NoveIIIber/ncM!IOre 1976,
Noveablr/ntNfffbre 1986

Equatorial Guinea/ 1950, 196O, 1965, July/juillet 983*
Guinee equatoriale

1994 E

1998 E

1983 E

1996 E

1993 P

Ethiopia/Ethiopie

Gabon

Gambia/GanDie

MaY/1M i 1984

1969/6l*, "aY/lllli 1970, August/
loUt 1980

1881,1891, 19O1, 19l1, 1921,
1931, 196J, April/avril 1973*,
April/avril 1983

1990 P

1992 E

• - First census after indepefldeflce/premier recensement apr's l'i~e
P - Plamed date 0 next census/date pr'vue du recensement auivant
E - Expected date of next census/date attendue du recen8etnent luivant
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DATES OES RECENSMENTS
PRECEDENTS
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DATE OF NEXT CENSUS

DATE DU RECENSEMENT
SUIVANT

-----------._-._----------- .. --.--------._--------._--_.- ..._-------._----._--
Ghana

Guinea Bissau/
GuiMe Bessau

Kenya

lesotho

Uberia

Libya/Libye

Madagascar

Malawi

Mali

189l, l901, 1911, 1948, 1960* 1994 E
Mareh/mars 1974, Mareh/..r. 1984

Decell'ber/dkemre 1972'*, Februery/
f~vrier 1983 1993 E

Decermer/decenbre 1970, April/
avril 1979* 1991 P

1948, 1962, August/BOUt 1969* 1990 E
August/BoUt 1979, August/aoYt
1989

1875, 1891, 1904, 1911, 1921, 1996 E
1936, 1946, 1956, AprH 1966,
April/avril 1916*, April/avril
1986

1962, February/fevrier 1914,
February/fevrier 1984 1994 E

1931, 1936, 1954*, 1964, July/ 1994 E
juil1er 1913, August/aoUt 1984

January/janvier, April/avril April 1990 P
August/BoUt L915*

19O1, 19l1, 1921, 1926, 1931, 1997 E
1945, 1956, August/aoUt 1966*,
Septenb!r/septembre 19n,
Septemer/septenbre 1987

Dececmer/decenbre 1976*, 1997 E
April/avril 1987

Mauritania/Mauritanie January/janvier 19n*,
April/avril 1988 1988 E

Mauritius/Maurice

Morocco/Maroc

Mozanbique

Niger

l846, l85l, l86l. L87l, l88l,
1891, 1901, 19l1, 1921, 1931,
1944, 1952, 1962, June/juin
1912*, July/juillet 1983

1960, July/juillet 1971,
September/septembre 1982

1940, 1950, 1960, Septenlber/
septeabre 1970, August/aoOt

Nov..mer/noven!bre 1977*, May/
l118i 1998

1990 P

1992 E

t990 P

1998 E

* - First eensus If ter i ndeper ldetace/premi er reeensedlent apr" II i ndependanee
P - Pllnned date 0 next census/date p..~vue ell recensement suivant
E - Expected date of next census/date attendue ciJ recensement sui vant

(8) • Sedentary population: November 1986/population seDentaire: Novembre 1986
Nomadic population: Novenmer 1987/population nomade: novefllbre 1987
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CClJNTRY

Nigeria

Rwanda

Sao lome &
Principe

Senegal

Seychelles

sierra Leone

Somal ia/SomaL ie

Sudan/Soudan

DATES OF CENSUSES IN AFR ICA
DATES OF PREVIOUS CENSUS

19l1, 1921, 1931, 1953, 1963*
NOYeRb!r/rKJvemrel973

August/aoCat 1978*

1950. 1960, Septenber/septeriw'e
1970, August/aoUt 1981~

April/rwanda 1976*, May/June·
uJjui n 1988

1821, 1871, 1921, 1947, 1960,
MaY/1M 1971, AUlUlt/aoCIt
1977*. 1987

ApriL L963*, December/decembre
1974. Decetrtler/decenbre 1985

February/fevrier 1975·,
November/novembre L986(8)

1955/56, April/rwanda 1973,
February/fevr;er 1983

DATE OF NEXT
SCHEDULED CENSUS

~il/rwanda,May/.a

1991 P

1991 P

1991 P

1998 E

1997 E
1991E

1995 E

1996 E

Tanzania, United
Rep. of

R~pubL ique Uni e
de Tanzanie

l898, 1904, 19l1, 1921, L936, 1996 E
1946, 1956. May/mai 1966,
August/aoUt 1976*, August/
aoUt 1986

1948, 1952, 1957, August/aoot 1967*, 1998 E
August/aoUt 1978, August/800t 1988

Togo

Tooi s i alTuni s i e

Uganda/OUganda

Zaire

ZanDi alZ8II'bi e

Zirrbabwe

1958/60, March/mars April/rwanda 1970,
Noved;)er/noveabr'e 1981

1921, 1926, 1931. 1936, 1946,
1956, MayIrna 1966*, Maylme L975 ,
March/mars 1984

L911. 1921, 1931.1948,1959,
August/8oUt 1969*, January/janvier
1980

July/juillet 1984*

L963, August/BoUt 1969*, August/8oUt
1980
1962 , May/_ 1969, August/8oUt 1982*

L99l

1994 E

1990 P

1994 E

August/Bout
1990 P
1992 P

* - First census after independence/premi er recensement apres 1'i !'dependance
P - Planned date 0 next census/date prevue du recensement suivant
E - Expected date of next census/date attendue du recensement suivant

(a) • Sedentary population: November 1986/population sedenteire: NovefiOre 1986
Nomadic population: Novel\'t)er 1987/population nomade: novemre 1987
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PREPARATION AND PRODUCTION OF MAPS NEEDED AT
DATA COLLECTION STAGE OF A CENSUS

Introduction

1. In the total process of a census the data collection or
enumeration stage assumes to be the most crucial and extensive
operation involving a large number of staff and consuming a major
part of the census bUdget. The overall quality of census results
obviously depends much on the success of enumeration to which
adequate cartographic preparations can ~ontribute a great deal by
establishing comprehensive area frame and providing appropriate
maps needed for the proper organization and conduct of enumeration.
Cartography units have been established within and as permanent
organs of the census offices in most of the African countries in
order to have the relevant maps made available for enumeration on
time and in adequate measures. But the preparation, reproduction
and ultimate use of these maps is still not properly streamlined
to meet the desired goals fully. The main issues and problems
relating to the preparation and production of various maps needed
at the data collection stage of a census are discussed in this
paper with particular reference to African conditions.

2. Kinds of maps needed at data collection stage

2. The two main activities involved in the process of data
collection are: i) setting-up of the field organization and ii)
conduct and supervision of enumeration. The maps needed to serve
as necessary reference tools in implementing these activities in
a correct manner are accordingly envisaged to depict all the
relevant information such as boundaries of areas, population places
and routes of travel. The essence of preparing these maps is that
all the census functionaries associated with data collection are
individually provided with copies of relevant maps pertaini~g to
the areas of their respective assignments. The use of these maps
by the concerned census personnel would not only render the
implementation of tasks assigned to them easier but also ensure an
order of accuracy which may otherwise not be possible. Keeping in
view the tasks of data collection and the categories of staff
generally deployed to these the following three types of maps may
be needed for use at data collection stage.

(i) Administrative area maps
(ii) Enumeration area maps

(iii) Supervision area maps.

3. Administrative area maps.

3. The administrative area maps are generally required by the
census operators responsible for planning and organization of the
enumeration activities. These maps should therefore depict the
administrative as well as enumeration area boundaries and be mainly
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prepared for the administrative divisions within which the
Enumeration Areas (EAs) are to be coded. Such divisions may
preferably be of second order in the administrative hierarchy which
are known as district/local government areas/area councils in
different countries. The boundaries of these divisions are often
defined by the relevant Governmental Acts or Notifications and
accordingly demarcated by the national mapping agencies on the
standard maps series in the respective countries. In some
countries the maps of these areas are produced as a standard series
on medium scale. Thus depending on the types of maps produced by
the national mapping agencies and on the availability of resources
and time with the census offices for cartographic work, the
administrative area maps can be processed in any of the following
four main forms:

(i) Maps compiled and drafted in census
offices,

(ii) Maps produced by national mapping agencies,

(iii) Maps prepared in the farm of mosaics
by joining together the relevant toposheets,

(iv) other types such as photo maps, satellite images, photo
mosaics etc.

4. The maps prepared by census offices using most recent
information/data obtained from concerned sources are obviously of
the most appropriate type. They are also supposed to be the most
up-to-date and exclusively depicting the information considered
useful to enumeration work. However, if the available resources
and time do not permit the preparation of these maps, the census
offices may opt to use the other forms of maps in the order of
preference as indicated above.

Texture and presentation of Administrative Area Maps

5. If census offices plan to take-up compilation and drafting of
administrative area maps, it is pertinent to shortlist the items
of information to be portrayed, select appropriate symbols and
formulate the graphic design at the initial stages. As already
indicated, these maps are required to depict all the information
deemed useful for the planning organization and conduct of the
enumeration. The details to be shown on these maps should
therefore include inter alia the boundaries and headquarters of
administrative SUb-divisions, demarcations of the Enumeration Areas
(EAs) and Supervision Areas (SAs) with locations of their bases,
salient physical features, transportation and communication
networks, etc. The symbolism and graphic presentation should be
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designed in conventional fashion ensuring readability and proper
understanding of the mapped information and leaving adequate blank
space on the map for the insertion of additional marks/notes by the
respective users without adversely affecting the clarity of map.

4. Enumeration Area Maps

6. An Enumeration Area (EA) may be defined as a well delineated
territorial unit containing the prescribed popUlation size and in
which enumeration is to be carried out by single enumerator within
the specified period of enumeration. However, the delineation of
composite/larger or smaller EAs which may respectively need to be
assigned to two or more enumerators or clubbed together/attached
to other adjoining EAs, for the assignment to enumeration staff may
not be ruled out in special situations.

7. The enumeration area maps are basically required by the field
enumeration staff for correct identification of the respective
areas assigned to each of them and the planning and conduct of
enumeration. The delineation and mapping of Enumeration Areas are
closely inter-linked and together influenced by several factors
such as size and types of EAs, geographic terrain, etc. which are
briefly discussed in the subsequent sections.

Size of EAs.

8. The "size" of an EA normally refers to the number of persons
it contains. But the geographical size also assumes to be an
important consideration in the delineation of EAs particularly in
the areas of sparse popUlation. As stated in the foregoing the
ideal size of an EA in terms of population can be defined as the
number of persons that an enumerator can enumerate within the
specified period of enumeration. Geographically the size of an EA
should be such as the enumerator may canvass conveniently by
walking. Thus the size of EAs may differ from country to country
depending on the length and complexity of the census questionnaire,
duration of the period of enumeration, educational level of the
enumerators, geographical terrain, etc. Nevertheless, the
experience of past census, if there is any, and the results of
field pre-test should provide the main base for determining the
ideal size of EAs in a country.

9. Taking into consideration the various factors responsible for
determining the size of EAs as indicated above, a population of 500
persons or 100 households can be recommended as ideal size of an
EA for most of the countries in Africa. However, the size of EAs
may be slightly variable for the rural and urban areas due to
variations in their socia-cultural and physical settings. In this
context it may be indicated that in the past censuses the size of
urban EAs has been kept slightly larger than the rural EAs in many
countries while the reverse was the case in some others. The main
argument made in support of the former is that the urban EAs are
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generally compact in size and therefore have lesser walking
distances. This enable enumerators to get more time for
enumeration and thereby cover larger number of persons. As for the
latter it is argued that urban population have more complex and
variegated socio-cultural characteristics. Enumerators therefore
need, to spend more time in soliciting correct responses and
completing the questionnaire. The non-availability of most of the
urban dwellers at their residences during day time is also stated
to be the reason for keeping the size of urban EAs low.

other factors influencing the size of EAs

10. Even after determining the ideal size it may often not be
possible to demarcate EAs of the exact prescribed size due to
various factors such as the boundaries of administrative divisions
and data reporting areas, alignments of visible physical features
adopted for defining EA boundaries, geographical terrain,
accessibility and means of transportation.

11. In most of the African countries the lower order
administrative divisions comprise sub-units known as
villages/localities/rural councils, and wards/townships in the
rural and urban areas respectively. These sub-units are usually
taken as base for delineation of EAs. Thus in rural areas the EAs
are delineated by i) dividing the larger villages/localities into
a number of EAs; ii) constituting every single medium
village/locality into an EA and iii) clubbing two or more adjoining
smaller villages/localities to form an EA. In each of these cases
the identity of individual villages/localities is to be maintained
so as to be able to produce data for these at the later stage.
Thus in no circumstances an EA should be created by putting
together the parts of two or more adjoining villages/localities.
Similarly if a village is slightly bigger or smaller than the
prescribed EA size, it should be delineated into one EA without
subtracting from or adding to it a part to get the recommended
population size.

12. The boundary forming features often do not divide the given
administrative division into the segments of equal population size
delineated on the basis of these features therefore may not be of
equitable and exact prescribed size. On the other hand in sparsely
populated areas the size of EAs should be determined in terms of
geographical coverage taking into account the distances and walking
time without laying much emphasis on popUlation size. Evidently
in practice it may therefore not be possible to have the EAs of
prescribed popUlation size in all the cases. But it is desirable
to keep the extent of variation within the acceptable range which
should be determined at the initial stages. For instance for the
recommended size of 500 persons, the acceptable range of variation
may be fixed as 300-600 persons.
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13. In this regard it may be indicated that the upper limit of the
range should not vary much from the normal size as the EAs of
larger size are liable to adversely affect the accuracy of
enumeration.

Types of EAs.

14. The two main types of EAs which need to be distinguished for
the purpose of enumeration as well as data reporting are "rural"
and "urban". within these there are other sub-classifications
concerning special types of EAs delineated for special categories
of households or population. These may include large cOllective
households-hotels, hospitals, hostels, camps, special groups of
private households etc. - state farms, agricultural estates, tea
estates, migratory population, defence or police establishments and
so on. Due to basic differences in their characteristics the
methodologies applicable to delineation of EAs for these population
groups also differ slightly as indicated subsequently.

5. Delineation of EAs.

15. The delineation of EAs is carried out on. the appropriate maps
which are prepared/acquired by the census offices at the initial
stages. These maps are termed as "base maps" and supposed to be
on large or medium scales showing detailed topographic features and
distribution of popuLat.Lon , Before taking up delineation the
contents of these maps are envisaged to be updated and supplemented
with additional relevant information in the field. Needless to say
that the quality of EA delineation is positively co-related to
accuracy and comprehensiveness of base maps. The selection of
Ilbase map" is therefore of prime importance in the exercise of EA
delineation. For rural areas the 1:50 000 series of topographic
maps produced by surveys departments in most of the countries is
considered to serve as the most appropriate base map for EA
delineation. However the scale may be reduced or enlarged
appropriately for the densely or sparsely popUlated areas
respectively. For urban areas on the other hand, the large scale
topographic or general reference maps produced by Surveys
Department may be used as the base for EA delineation. For
countries where these maps are of old edition, a thorough field
updating may be necessary. The countries not having these or other
similar maps available from any source may have alternatively to
resort to field sketching Which is a tedious and time consuming
exercise or use other materials such as high resolution satellite
images or aerial photographs for the purpose.

Basic considerations

16. The basic factors guiding EA delineation are as follows:

(i) The EAs should be delineated within the lowest order of
administrative divisions for which the census data are
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to be reported. The delineation should also take into
account the boundaries of villages/urban places, if the
country has plans to produce data at these levels. In
this case the boundaries of villages/urban places should
be identified with the help of concerned local officials
and demarcated on the base maps and the EAs should be
delineated within these areas. Even if not
administratively notified, these boundaries can be used
for the purpose of census data reporting.

(ii) The EAs in an administrative area should cover its entire
space in an exhaustive and mutually exclusive manner such
that there should be no "no-man's land" and also there
should not be any area overlap among the EAs.

(iii) The EAs should be of compact size, to the possible
extent.

(iv) As far as possible, the boundaries of EAs should be made
identifiable by delineating these along the visible
ground features such as roads, footpaths, drains, fences,
physical features, bench mark locations, etc. Where such
features are non-existent, the imaginary boundary lines
may be drawn with reference to prominent buildings or
other Iocational features.

(v) The special institutions like hospitals, army barracks,
police camps, prisons, etc. should be constituted into
separate EAs.

(vi) In nomadic areas, the EAs should be delineated in
consultation with local tribal chiefs and concerned
administrative authorities and taking into account the
ethnic affinities of nomadic groups, areas of their
normal settlements and probab1e routes, periodicity and
anticipated destinations of their movements.

(vii) In the area of sparse population distribution, the
territorial size of EAs should be such as may be easily
covered by the respective enumerators by walking during
the specified period of enumeration.

(viii) As far as possible, the enumeration areas should have
a population closer to the prescribed size.

(ix) The delineation of EAs in rural areas should also take
into consideration the relevant geo-climatic factors such
as soil types, rainfall, etc. in order to make the EAs
usable for the agricultural census and other similar data
enquiries.
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(x) In urban areas the EAs in core town and peri-urban tracts
should be delineated distinctively, if the urban
population need to be further classified by these areas
for the purpose of data reporting.

Methodology of EA delineation

17. Due to realities of widely differing geographic and cultural
settings within as well as among the countries in Africa it is not
possible to formulate a single standardized optimal methodology for
delineating EA boundaries which may efficiently be applicable to
all the situations. However, in general, the process of FA
delineation may involve following steps:

(i) Obtaining population and housing unit (HU) estimates for
the administrative units of lowest order within which
the EAs are to be delineated.

(ii) Determining the number of EAs to be delineated within
each administrative unit on the basis of these
population/HU estimates.

(iii) Delineation of EAs in the field by taking into account
the distribution of HUs and visible ground features.

(iv) Preparation of household listings for individual EAs.

(v) Adjusting boundaries of the EAs found to have population
or number of households exceeding the prescribed size.

(vi) Correcting household listing to reflect the adjustments
made in EA boundaries (in urban areas it would be better
to prepare the lists of housing units due to frequent
movements of households from one place to another).

18. The estimates of population or housing units needed initially
for determining the number of EAs may be obtained from the local
administration as they generally maintain such records for various
administrative requirements. For this purpose they should be given
an advance intimation of the requirements as sometimes the relevant
records may not be readily in order with them. In the countries
where it is not possible to obtain the population estimates through
the local administration, the field mapping staff should collect
the requisite information themselves by some suitable system of
blocks or segments discernible on the concerned base maps and later
use the same for delineating EA boundaries and compiling EA wise
household listings. These population estimates can also be used
for various administrative or planning purposes until such time as
the actual census data become available.

19. The support of local administrative personnel can also be
solicited for compilation of household listings (for rural EAs)
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and HV listings (for urban EAs). These listings should be compiled
on prescribed forms which should be reproduced in
sufficient number of copies and given to field staff for stipulated
uses. The suggestive formats of these listing forms are given in
Annex I , II for reference purpose.

6. Preparation of enumeration area maps

20. The ultimate objective of EA delineation exercise is to
prepare appropriate maps of individual EAs for use by the
enumerators at the time of enumeration. The EA maps are supposed
to contain all the information necessary for correct identification
of area covered under each EA and enumeration of entire population
lying within its outer limits. Thus the contents and formats of
EA maps arid therefore the methodology of their preparation may
slightly differ according to the types· of EAs and the quality of
base maps used for their delineation. However, following are some
of the features which must be shown on these maps.

(i) outer boundary of the EA by some prompt and distinctive
line symbols which should be drawn in solid black to
ensure good quality reproduction. However, if the EA
boundary does not seem to be clear enough, it should be
highlighted with red or orange or any other conspicuous
colour on the enumerators' copy to avoid any ambiguity.

(ii) Locations of all buildings/structures should be shown if
these can be determined fairly accurately. The
buildings/structures may be further differentiated
according to their uses such as residential or non
residential and types such as permanent, temporary, etc.
Where all buildings/structures cannot be shown, due to
scale limitations, the locations of prominent ones should
be shown with adequate identification references.

(iii) Roads should generally be shown with double line to make
clear that the EA boundary running in the middle of road
includes one side but not the other. If single line
roads are used as boundaries, the enumerator may canvass
both the sides. The road destinations should be
indicated at the end to further ensure the correct
identification of area by the enumerator.

(iv) Boundary junctions and codes of the adjoining EAs should
be indicated appropriately along the outer boundaries to
help an enumerator locate boundaries of his EA correctly.
The common features appearing on adjoining EA maps should
be depicted in identical manner.

(v) A legend explaining symbols used on the map should be
given at appropriate place. The shape of larger
buildings such as industries and institution should be
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shown as accurately as possible and labelled by name.
If space on the map is not enough, a number can be used
for identification purposes and keyed to the name listed
elsewhere on the same map.

(vi) The geographic identification codes of the major and
minor administrative divisions within which the EA ia

located should be given at appropriate place.

(vii) If possible, the scale of EA map should be indicated in
simple graphic form by which the line is divided into
standard size intervals indicating the measurement values
and type of measuring units used.

(viii) To indicate direction the north arrow should be given
somewhere in the upper part of map. To the possible
extent map should be oriented to keep the north arrow
pointing upward.

21. In order to have the presentation of above features made in
a standardized fashion, the census office should design the
suitable format of EA map and get it printed on the drafting base
as well as ordinary paper. A sample format of EA map is given in
Annex III.

Scale 6f the EA maps

22. As a general rule the EA maps should be prepared on
reasonably large scale to show the requisite information as
indicated in the foregoing, with clarity. Thus the decision about
scale should be taken keeping in view the areal extent of the given
EA and the quantum of details to be depicted on it. Some proposed
scales for EA maps in rural areas of different population densities
are qiven below.

Population density
(No. of persons per square kilometer)

Below 25
25 - 50
50 - 200
Above 200

Proposed scale of EA maps*

100,000
50,000
20,000
10,000

lL.B These scales are just indicative and have been assessed
keepinq in view the space available for EA map on the sample
format.

Similarly the scales for urban EAs may vary from 1:2000 to
1:10000 depending on the density of population.
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General procedures

23. The procedu~al steps involved in preparation of EA maps may
differ according to types of EAs to be mapped as well as the scale
and quality of base maps used for their delineation. So far as the
types are concerned, the following are expected to be found in most
of the countries.

EA types

Rural (i) EAS constituting two or more localities/villages
(ii) EAs constituting single locality/village

(iii) EAs constituting parts of a large locality/village
Urban (iv) EAs constituting parts of urban or its sub-

divisions.

24. On the EA maps of the first two categories, should depict
population clusters and village boundaries together with other
relevant topographic details such as roads, foot paths. On these
types of EA maps it is not important to show the locations of each
and every structure as they include a village or locality in whole
which can be easily identified on the ground for purpose of
enumeration.

25. For preparing maps on the last two categories of EAs which
constitute parts of a settlement, a separate treatment is is
however neede. On the maps of such EAs it is necessary to depict
the locations of individual structures toqether with other relevant
details including boundary forming features. In case of EAs
delineated on the basis of imaginary lines, it becomes necessary
to identify the structures located along such boundary lines by
labeling the names of their owners, or otherwise in order to enable
enumerators relocate boundaries of these EAs correctly. This
procedure holds more relevance to the squatter areas where the
imaginary lines used for delineating EA boundaries are not easy to
relocate.

26. Another important factor which. determines the methodology of
EA map preparation is the scale and quality of base maps. In this
context the two main classes into which the areas of a given
country may be divided are as follow$:

(i) Areas for which base map coverage on suitable scale and
of suitable vintage is available.

(ii) Areas for which the available base map coverage is not
on suitable scale.

27. In the areas of first category for which the base maps on
scales recommended for preparation of EA maps are available, the
delineation of EA boundaries as well as plotting of other relevant
details as indicated in the foregoing can be carried out on the
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base maps itself. After fair drafting these base maps should then
be reproduced in adequate number of copies and the EA maps be
produced directly from these in "cut-out" forms. These "cut-out"
maps may be mounted on the plain sheets of paper or printed formats
and subsequently supplemented with other map features such as
scale, north arrow, legend, etc in an appropriate manner. The EA
boundaries and codes should be highlighted in colour by felt-tip
markers to avoid any confusion. This procedure will certainly
consume lesser time without affecting, in substance, the quality
of maps. However, if the resources and time permit, the maps of
individual EAs should be traced from these base maps and fairly
drafted for the sake of better presentation.

28. On the other hand in the areas for which base maps on scales
recommended for EA maps are not available, the preparation of
individual EA maps on larger scales need to be taken up separately~

It may be noted that most areas in African countries may belong
to this category. The general procedure of preparing EA maps for
these areas may involve following steps:

(l) To enlarge the map of given EAs from the concerned base
maps on which the delineation is carried out.

(ii) On the enlarged maps obtained thus, to plot additional
requisite details which possibly could not be depicted
on the base maps due to scale limitations.

(iii) To fill-in other features such as identification codes,
north arrow, scale, etc.

29. While preparing the maps of individual EAs it must be
ascertained that shapes of EAs shown on the base maps and the
corresponding EA maps must look identical and the common boundaries
on the maps of adjoining EAs, prepared on same sea-Ie, must
perfectly coincide with each other.

Dealing with special categories of EAs

30. This category of EAs may include collective households such
as hospitals, hostels, hotels, prisons and army camps, nomadic
areas, areas inhabited by hunters, semi-nomadic pastoralists,
remotely located fishing and mining communities, areas of shifting
cultivation and so on.

31. The procedures applicable to delineation of EAs comprising
collective households are, more or less, same as of normal EAs
except that in respect of such EAs the detailed EA maps may not be
so necessary. If the population of any collective household is
less than the prescribed size range, it should be clubbed with
other neighbouring population for purpose of EA delineation.
However this procedure may not be applicable to the collective
households of classified nature such as army camps, police camps,
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prisons far whibh the enumeration arrangements are generally made
by the concerned administrative authorities and carried out by
their staff.

32. In the regions of nomadic and semi-nomadic population, the
cartographic work should be planned and carried out with a greater
involvement of local administrative personnel and tribal leader~

who generally have information about the seasonality and directi.on~

of the movement of nomadic population in their areas 0 with the
support of these local officials and the elders of the nomadic
communities who generally stay behind it may be possible to know
where the people of a given nomadic group will possibly be at the
time of enumeratio~. The general procedural steps proposed to be
adopted for delineation of EAs in these areas are as follows:

(i) Plot the locations of localities/settlements, water
points, etc. in nomadic areas on the base maps and obtain
estimates of~opulation in respect of each locality with
the help of local administrative personnel.

(ii) Determined the number of the EAs on the basis of
estimated population and delineate localities into EAs
accordingly.

(iii) Delineate EAs for temporary and nomadic population
separately and assign geographic codes to these with
proper identification.

(tv) Collect all other necessary information on people in
these EAs which may be helpful in planning and conducting
of enumeration, like places of their permanent residence,
expected duration 'of stay at the present place, time and
destination of next movement, etc.

The maps for this category of EAs should be prepared as per the
relevant procedures described in para 6.2 above.

Metropolitan and larger urban areas

33. Delineation of EAs in metropolitan cities sometimes poses
unique problems due to rapid expansion of their population and high
degree of congestion particularly in squatter areas. Base maps
which should cover recent expansions and peripheral areas of these
cities are often not available necessitating the preparation of
field sketch maps which at times may not be feasible due to lack
of resources and time. For such areas the census cartographers
should therefore try to make use of aerial photographs, if
available. The use of high resolution satellite images may also
be helpful in preparing base maps and defining the limits of
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residential areas. If the photo mosaics or machine plots of these
areas are available at surveys department copies should be obtained
and used to fill in the additional details and delineate the EA
boundaries.

34. For delineation of EAs, in larger urban areas the estimates
of population should be derived from the number of housing units
which should be counted and numbered by the cartographery field
staff. Normally an urban EA may contain about 80-100 housing
units. The locations of housing units should be shown on the EA
maps indicating their numbers as given in the structure listing
form and also labelled on the main entrances of respective housing
units.

7. Boundary descriptions

35. The descriptions of village locations and EA boundaries should
be written briefly but fUlly by field supervisors and given at the
appropriate places on the respective EA maps. The location of a
village/locality should be described in terms of its position to
adjoining villages indicating its road distance, direction and
means of approach form the major settlements of that area.

36. The description of EA boundaries should generally start from
its first approach point and then move systematically in clockwise
direction. The boundary description should be typed or written in
a very legible manner. The names of features indicated in the
boundary description must also appear on the EA map to enable the
enumerator identify boundaries correctly.

8. Numbering of EAs

37. The numbering of EAs should be made within the lowest order
administrative divisions for which the census data are to be
reported. If there are further sub-units for which the data are
also likely to be tabulated, the boundaries of these sub-units
should be taken into consideration at the time of delineation such
that the EA boundaries do not cut across the EAs falling within
a sub-unit are numbered in a continuing sequence.

38. Since the EAs form basic units of data collections, these need
to be identified by types of areas for which the data are to be
processed and produced. This can be achieved in two ways: a) by
adding identifier digit to the EA codes or b) assigning separate
blocks for each type of EAs in the overall range of codes earmarked
for the EAs. For operational convenience the second alternative
seems to be more appropriate. Thus for instance in a three digit
code space (001-999) normally allocated for EA codes, the codes 001
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to 399 may be assigned for urban EAs, 401 to 699 for rural areas
701 to 799 for nomadic and semi nomadic EAS, 801 to 899 for EAs
comprising hunters, mining and forestry camps etc. and 901-999 for
EAs made of collective households. The arrangement and size of
blocks may be devised according to number of classifications to be
made and requirements of data processing.

The system of numhering

39. The EA code numbers should be assigned in a fashion which
facilitates quick location of an EA number on the map. To achieve
this the numbers should be assigned according to geographical
contiguity so that the consecutive numbers fall next to each other
in an apprehensible direction. The .ost preferred method of
assigning consecutive codes is to start coding from the northwest
corner of map and follow the serpentine trend ending at the
opposite end i.e. south-east. If there are further sub-units which
need to be identified in the coding, the EAs within any such sub
units should be assigned codes in continuing sequence.

40. In larger urban areas the coding of EAs should be done by
blocks. In smaller urban areas the number may start from core
center and move in spiral fashion to end in the peripheral areas.

Listing of EAs

41. After delineation and coding of all the EAs in a given
administrative area the listing of EAs should be prepared
indicating the basic information on each EA such as geographic
identification code, name (name of the main settlement or sector
covered by it) and estimated popUlation. These lists should be
compiled on standard forms which may be designed and printed in
sufficient number. An indicated format of the EA listing form is
given in Annex IV.

9. supervision Areas Maps

42. A group of census enumerators each responsible for enumeration
in one EA is supervised by one supervisor who reports to the next
higher supervisor and so on. Generally an enumeratio~ supervisor
is assigned to see the work of five enumerators but sometimes this
number may vary depending on geographical conditions and the number
of EAs delineated within the given lowest level administrative
areas. The demarcation of supervision areas should normally be
carried out by field supervisors after the delineation of EAs are
finalized. Some basic considerations to be taken into account for
defining the boundaries of supervision areas are as follows:

(i) The supervision area (SA) should be compact containing
contiguous EAs.
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Before demarcation, the number of~SAS within the next
hiqher administrative area should be determined on the
basis of number of BAs demarcated within the same.

To the extent possible a supervision area should not
have physical barriers that may hinder the movement of
the supervisor from one part to another.

It would be better if the EAs of one SA have consecutive
code numbers. To attain this the coding of EAs should
be done after demarcation of SAse

43 • The SA maps should be tMlced out from the concerned base maps.
The main purpose of a supervision area map is to show the total
area with its division into EAs for which the enumeration
supervisor is responsible. In addition, the SA map should also
show other details relevant to the work of the supervisor such as
the routes of travel, the location of settlements and the
topographical features which were used to define the EA boundaries
and the locations of permanent places. If not shown on base maps,
these details should be copied from the respective EA maps.

44. Sometimes it is not possible to prepare maps of individual SAs
due to lack of time and resources. In such situation the base maps
showing demaccations of supervision areas should be incorporated
with relevant additional details and reproduced in adequate
numbers. Each supervisor should be provided with a copy of base map
within which his assignment area is located. For quick location,
the SA boundaries can be highlighted in colour.

10. Office processing of enumeration maps

45. The field copies of EA and SA maps prepared by the cartography
field staff often are in very crude form and in several cases even
deviate from the prescribed formats and contents. They therefore
need to undergo thorough checking and recompilation, wherever
necessary, to ensure the accuracy of contents and standardization
of presentation before final drafting.

46. The checking of field maps should be carried out by
cartographers and it should cover the following main points.

(i) Matching af a given EA boundaries with those of
adjoining EAs to ensure complete coverage of areas
without any overlap or gap.

(ii) Checking of the EA boundaries with other relevant maps
such as SA maps, administrative area maps (base maps)
showing EA delineation to ensure uniformity of boundary
alignments.
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(iii) Checking the names of localities, etc. with other
corresponding documents like locality listings etc.

(iv) Checking the identification code~ given on the maps with
the area code list. It may be noted that identification
codes given on EA maps and its other related documents
must be identical.

47. The field maps may be recompiled if they are not in order or
enlarged to accommodate their contents with clarity.

11. Desianing and drafting of EA and SA maps

48. Uniformity of presentation is an essential element in the
designing and drafting of EA and SA maps. To achieve this in a
better way, it is suggested that the EA maps should be prepared and
drafted on printed formats. If the EA maps are planned to be
produced in cut-out forms from the copies of respective
administrative area maps, the cut-out portions should be mounted
on printed formats or plain sheets of paper and then added with
other elements like scale, legend, etc. If instead of cut-out maps
the enumerators are to be provided with the copies of
administrative area maps containing EAs assigned to them, the
designing and drafting of these maps should be done on a uniform
pattern. Also these maps must be kept handy in size. In case of
bigger administrative areas, the drafting should be done by
splitting these into parts of suitable size.

49. The drafting of enumeration maps has to follow the standard
practices of drawing which need not to be repeated here. Since
these maps are not intended to be printed or published, the quality
of drafting should not be emphasized more than what is necessary
for the purpose of enumeration.

12. Reproduction of EA and SA maps

50. The reproduction of enumeration maps should be done in
required number of copies by diazo or photo copying processes. The
quality of paper used for producing these copies should be strong
enough to bear the strains of field handling. The reproduction of
maps should start soon after sufficient number of EA and SA maps
are drafted/prepared and be continued along with the drafting
operation. This is essential particularly when the EA maps are to
be cut out from printed copies as it would involve additional time
and efforts to have the maps in usable form.

13. Preparation of instructions regarding use of EA and SA maps

51. In order to fUlly realize the envisaged contribution of EA and
SA maps in having a correct and complete census enumeration, it is
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necessary that the enumerators and supervisors are imparted with
adequate training on the basic principles of map interpretation
with particular reference to the maps being provided to them. Even
the best prepared maps can turn to be non-effective if their users
fail to understand and interpret them in correct manner. Therefore
for census offices the task of preparing enumeration maps gets
complete only when the instructions on the use of these maps are
also prepared and included in the enumerators and supervisors
training manuals. These instructions need to be explained to the
concerned enumeration staff to the points with proper illustrations
and practical exercises.

52. The instructions prepared on the use of enumeration maps for
inclusion in the enumerators and supervisors manuals should be very
concise and deal with all the relevant points. In general, these
should cover the following.

(i) Basic map elements such as the scale of enumeration maps
and its use in converting the map distances to ground
distances and vice versa; the symbol legend for
identifying the relevant ground features on the maps, the
direction for orienting the map and so on.

(ii) The envisaged uses of maps which would mainly include:
a) to locate the EA/SA within the given administrative
division, b) to identify the EA/SA boundaries on the
ground with the help of their alignments on the map and
relevant boundary descriptions, c) to prepare a plan of
field canvassing, d) planning of visits to
structures/places of human habitation and e) marking
structures for the call backs, if any_

(iii) Updating of maps at the time of field canvassing which
shoUld include: a) verification of mapped details and
making necessary changes in their positioning or
alignment, b) deleting the features not found existing,
c) adding those found on the ground but not shown on the
map, d) verifying names of the places and features.

(Lv) The return of the updated EA/SA maps along with the
completed questionnaires should be underlined otherwise
enumeration staff generally tend to retain these maps as
souvenirs or spoil and misplace them as they do not
consider their safe use and return to the census office
as essential.
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Training Programme

53. The training of enumeration staff on the use of relevant maps
must ~e integrated with the training in other enumeration
activities. To make the training successful, the trainees should
be given detailed explanations on each point with proper
illustrations which would normally not be possible to include in
the enumerators training 1Danual. In the overall training programme
about half a day may be earmarked for class room lectures and half
a day for practical exercises and field demonstrations exclusively
on the use of maps. The copies of typical EA and SA maps should
be included in the manuals for ready reference at the time of
training.
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Amex I

HOUSEHOlD LIST INC FORM

Name _

Province/State __

District _

Local Area _

EA _

Code

.......... -----.-_ - -.. _---.._-------_ ~---------_ -_ ---- .
N8IIIe of the Head

of Household
No of
Persons

N... of the Heed of
Household

No. of I
Persona

__•••• •.•••••••••••• a. ••••••• • __._•••••••• •••• ••••• _



HOUSEHOLD LISTING FORM

Name _

Province/State _

oi strict ___

Local Area _

EA _
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Annex 11

Code

No. I Name bf the Head
of Househo ld I No of IS. No I

Persons
NaMe of the Nead of

Household
No. of I
Persons



Name

State

District ••••••••••.••••••••

Local Area/~8rd .•.....•..•••

Village (I) ••••.••.....••...•

ViL 1age (II) •••••••••••••••••

ViL lage (III) ••••••••••••••••

E A NO

LEGEND

Road Metalled

Road UM'letaLLE'd •••••••••••••

foot Path •••••••••••••••••••

Rai1 ~ay ••••••••••••••••••••

River •••••••••••••••••••••••

HiL.l ••••••••••••••••••••• , ••

Code

--------------------

89

1990 Popu1at i on and Hoos i ng Census

E A Boundary................ -x-x-x-x-

Settlement Cluster ••••••••••

Structures, Residential •••••

Structures, Nonresidential
Note·~rite Names of roads, street

and prominent places
cale 0
Boundary description

40(( meter

Name of Field assistant ••••••••••••••••••••••

Name of Supervi sor •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•

Date



HOUSEHOLD LISTING FORM

Name _

Province/State _

Di strict _

Local Area _

EA _

90

Annex IV

Code

Name of the Head
of Household I No of

Persons
Name of the Head of

Household
No. of I
Pe,.sons
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PREPARATION ET PRODUCTION DES CARTES NECESSAlRES
AU D~NOMBREMENT D'ON RECENSEMENT

La qualite des donnees d'un recensement depend dans une large
mesure du denombrement dans 1a reussite duquel la cartographie
preparatoire joue un r61e tres important par la fourniture de
cartes appropriees. Ce document traite des differents aspects
relatifs a la preparation et a 1a production de ces cartes en se
referant tout particulierement aux conditions dans les pays
africains.

Les trois types de cartes generalement necessaires pour la
planification, l'organisation et 1a realisation du denombrement
sont: i) les cartes des circonscriptions administratives; ii) les
cartes des zones de denombrement (ZO) et iii) les cartes des zones
de supervision (ZS) • Les cartes des circonscriptions
administratives sont surtout utilisees par les responsables du
recensement pour la planification et l'orqanisation des activites
du denombrement. Ces cartes sont etablies pour chaque division
administrative.

Les cartes produites par les services cartographiques peuvent
~tre utilisees lorsque Ie Bureau de recensement n'est pas en mesure
de preparer de te11es cartes.

Les zones de denombrement sont nombreuses et de nature variee
et c'est pour cela que 1a preparation de leurs cartes est comp1exe
et longue. - Le format et Ie contenu des cartes de ZD ainsi que la
methodo1ogie a utiliser doivent tenir compte de nombreux facteurs
tels que Ie type et les dimensions de 1a ZD, la situation
geographique, les caracteristiques socia1es et ethniques de la
population, etc ••• D'une maniere generale, les cartes des ZD sont
l grande echelle pour indiquer I ' emplacement des populations
(localites, structure), les voies de communication et beaucoup
d'autres choses comme les details topographiques qui pourraient
etre utiles l I'agent recenseur pour situer les limites de sa zone
d'intervention et pour 1a conduite du denombrement de toute la
population.

Les cartes des zones de supervision (ZS) servent aux
superviseurs du denombrement.qui gener~lement encadrent environ 5
aqents recenseurs. Mais quelquefois ce nombre varie en tenant
compte des conditiops geographiques et'des besoins administratifs.
La carte des zones de supervision est issue de 1a carte de base de
terrain mise a jour et aqrandie s i, .necessaire pour representer
d' autres informations supplementaires ne figurant pas sur les
cartes des ZD•.
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Toutes les cartes necessaires pour Ie denombrement doivent
'tre determinees et dessinees conformement awe pratiques
cartoqraphiques conventionnelles. Un nombre ad'quat de copies de
chaque carte doit 'tre disponible pour les beBoins des agents du
denombrement qui doivent 'tre formes .. 1 'utilisation de telles
cartes avant Ie denombrement.
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